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Various important issues in the theory of multivariate splines lead to the
following problem. Given some family of commuting endomorphisms L , x g X,x
on some vector space S , determine the dimension of the intersection of null
spaces of certain products  Ll¨ , V ; X, of these endomorphisms. In this¨ g V ¨
paper we reinterpret such problems in the general framework of homological
algebra. This allows us not only to rederive the results by Dahmen and Micchelli
 .Ad¨. in Math. 76, 1989, 33]93 , as well as some related recent results by de
Boor and Ron, Shen, Jia, and Riemenschneider, but also to extend them in various
directions that are not accessible by the techniques employed in these papers.
Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, homological algebra has been successfully applied to the prob-
 .lem of determining the generic dimension of spline spaces over triangula-
 w x.tions cf. 1 . In this paper we want to communicate the remarkable fact
that various other results which are needed in the theory of multivariate
 w x.splines cf. 7 can be derived most conveniently in the framework of
homological algebra, too. As is to be expected, this approach allows us not
only to extend some of these results considerably, but also characterizes
w xsomehow the range of applicability of the tools and tricks, invented in 7
without the benefit of homological algebra.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we summarize briefly
several instances of problems in the theory of multivariate splines that
require us to determine the dimension of the common null space of
certain families of commuting differential or difference operators. The
general spirit of the corresponding known results is to express the dimen-
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sion of such a common null space in terms of known dimensions of null
spaces of much simpler structure. An appropriate algebraic setting can be
based on so-called monomial ideals. The key idea is to identify the
 .intersection of null spaces with the R-module Hom RrI, S of homo-R
morphisms of the R-module RrI, I a monomial ideal, into an R-module
w xS . Here R s k X is the ring of polynomials over some field k with
indeterminates x g X, indexing the commuting endomorphisms on the
k-vector space S .
For the convenience of the reader, we briefly summarize in Section 3
some facts about monomial ideals which will be used in subsequent
discussions, in particular, for defining the notion of monomial R-modules.
Some basic results are stated and proven in Section 4. In view of the
above interpretation of the intersection of null spaces, standard facts
about exact sequences reveal that exact expressions for the dimensions are
obtained when the corresponding Ext-functors are trivial. Theorem 1 gives
sufficient conditions for the Ext-functors of monomial R-modules relative
to S to vanish. They have the form of certain compatibility conditions for
the solvability of inhomogeneous systems of operator equations. The
proofs are based on reduction procedures, reducing the results for a
 .monomial R-module M to corresponding results for the simpler compo-
sition factors, obtained from appropriate filtrations of M. The recursive
construction of such filtrations will be facilitated by means of what we call
L-trees, defined and studied in Section 5. In combination with the results
of Section 4 this allows us to recover and extend the results of Section 3 in
w x7 . The families of endomorphisms, whose common null spaces are studied
w xin 7 , are formed there relative to some matroid. The role of matroids inÃ
this context is highlighted in Section 6 where matroids are characterized in
terms of properties of L-trees.
In the remainder of the paper we take a slightly different point of view.
 . XWe start with a fixed collection B of the set 2 of all subsets of X,
whose elements are to appear as leaves of some L-tree and ask under
which conditions on B one obtains exact expressions for the dimension of
the common null spaces of related families of operators. When B is the
w xset of bases of a matroid this corresponds to the situation considered in 7 .
Recently, exact dimension formulas were derived by Jia, Riemenschneider,
w xand Shen in 13, 14 , also, when B is a so-called order closed subset of the
w xset of bases of a matroid. This latter notion was introduced in 3 where,
among other things, the same result was proved by different methods for
w xcertain families of differential operators. In 13 the validity of dimension
formulas was related to the notion of s-dimensional additivity introduced
w xby Shen in 23 . These interesting results have motivated part of the
developments in the last two sections of this paper. Our attempt to
w x w xunderstand the results in 23 and 13 from the perspective of the present
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framework led to some extensions described in Sections 7 and 8. First we
point out in Section 7 that, under some additional assumptions on S , the
previous results lead in a relatively straightforward way to exact dimension
formulas for relatively general collections B. Here the notion of a totally
disconnected subset plays a central role. In order to remove the restric-
tions on S , however, we have to develop in Section 8 much more involved
tools centering upon the matroid exchange property and the notion of
coherent sets B. For instance, we derive necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the validity of a dimension formula not only for a whole class of
sets B but for a fixed set of bases of a matroid.
2. MOTIVATION AND EXAMPLES
In this section we briefly describe several instances in the theory of
multivariate splines which require to us determine the dimension of the
common null spaces of families of difference or differential operators. We
will then reformulate these problems in a general setting using monomial
ideals which will allow us to employ tools from homological algebra.
2.1. Box Splines
 1 n4 d  4  . Let X s x , . . . , x : R _ 0 be any indexed set of not necessarily
.  . mdistinct vectors in Euclidean d-space and let u, ¨ [  u ¨ for anyjs1 j j
u, ¨ g k m, where k will be either R or C. For m g C n define the distribu-
w xtion 6, 7, 21
C f [ ey m , u. f Xu du f g C R d , .  . .Hm , X
nw x0, 1
where for the sake of convenience X denotes also the matrix whose
columns are the vectors x i, i s 1, . . . , n. C is regular if and only ifm, X
 : d  .span X \ X s R . In this case, its representer C ?N X is known to bem
a piecewise analytic function whose analytic pieces are composed of poly-
nomials and exponentials. Specifically, m s 0 yields piecewise polynomials.
A great deal of attention has been paid to spaces spanned by the multi-
 . d dinteger translates C ?y a N X , a g Z , when X : Z . To determine them
approximation power of scaled versions of such spaces and to answer the
fundamental question whether the restrictions of the translates to any
open domain V are linearly independent over V requires knowledge
about the finite dimensional function space spanned by the analytic pieces
 .of C ?N X . This space can be described as follows: Writing m s mm ¨ j
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whenever ¨ s x j g X, consider the differential operators
D [ m q ¨ , grad .m , ¨ ¨
as well as their products
D [ D , V : X .m , V m , ¨
¨gV
Setting
 : 4Y X [ Y : X N dim X _ Y - d 2.1 .  .
 .the local span of C ?N X is always contained in the spacem
D X [ f g D9 R d N D f s 0, Y g Y X , .  .  . 4m m , Y
 d. dwhere D9 R denotes the space of Schwartz distributions on R . To be
 .  .more specific, the analytic pieces of C ?N X span all of D X if for everym m
 .basis B : X the solution u of the system y, u s m , y g B, satisfiesB B y
Ã d .  .C iu N X / 0, where, as usual, for f g L Rm B 1
Ã yi  x , u.f u [ f x e dx .  .H
dR
 .denotes the Fourier transform of f. In general, the structure of D X ism
 .rather complicated, but already the dimension of D X constitutes impor-m
w xtant information in the above context. It was shown in 7 that, without any
additional hypothesis on m and X, one has always
dim D X s a B X , 2.2 .  .  .m
where
 : 4B X s B : X N aB s dim B s d .
 .is the set of bases contained in X. In fact, knowing that for any generic
x g R d
d < <a a g Z N C x y a N X / 0 s det B , 2.3 .  . 4 m
 .BgB X
 .  .one readily concludes from the relations 2.2 and 2.3 that the translates
 . dC ?y a N X , a g Z , are locally linearly independent if and only if X ism
unimodular, i.e.,
< <det B s 1 for all B g B X . 2.4 .  .
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2.2. Diophantine Equations
 4 d nLet N [ 0, 1, 2, . . . . For X ; Z and m g C as above consider0
t a N X s ey m , b . 2.5 .  .m
nbgN0
Xbsa
d  .as a function of a g Z . For m s 0 the function t a N X simply counts0
the number of nonnegative integer solutions of the system Xb s a .
 .  .Clearly, defining a generalized function T ?N X by requiring that, for allm
 d.f g C R , it satisfies0
T x N X f x dx s ey m , u. f Xu du .  .  .H Hm
d nR Rq
  d..whenever the right hand is finite for all f g C R yields a continuous0
 .  .  .analogue to t ?N X . In fact, T ?N X , just as C ?N X , is a piecewisem m m
exponential spline whose analytic pieces are separated by the hyperplanes
H ; R d, H / R d which are spanned by their intersection H l X with X.
 . dSimilarly, t ?N X may be viewed as a discrete spline on Z . With muchm
more effort than in the continuous case one can show that the pieces of
 .t ?N X have unique extensions to the spacem
= X [ f : Zd ª C N = f s 0, Y g Y X , 2.6 .  .  . 4m m , Y
 . m¨  .where for ¨ g X and V : X one defines = f s f ? y e f ?y ¨ and,m, ¨
 .inductively, = f s = = f .m, V m , V _¨ m, ¨
In fact, from
< <dim = X s det B s vol Z X , 2.7 .  .  . .m d
 .BgB X
 .  w xn4where Z X s Xu N u g 0, 1 is the zonotope induced by X, one can
 .  .construct a basis for = X . This information about the structure of = Xm m
permits us to treat the following issues:
 .  .i Every piece of t ?N X can be shown to have a unique extensionm
 .  .  .f ? in = X which can be determined by dim = X interpolationV , m m m
conditions and to satisfy the unrestricted reciprocity relation
nys  m , e.f a s y1 e f ya y Xe , 2.8 .  .  .  .V , m V , ym
 .Twhere e [ 1, . . . , 1 .
 . ii One can extend Bell's theorem on Sylvester's denumerant cf.
w x.  .19 which computes t ?N X for d s 1.0
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 .iii One can determine all the dependence relations among integer
translates of the box spline; that is, one can identify all the sequences
 4 dd satisfyinga a g Z
d C ?y a N X s 0, . a m
dagZ
 w x.when X fails to be unimodular, but is still ``weakly'' unimodular cf. 9 .
 .Note that the minimal elements of Y X are just the cocircuits of the
 .  .vectorial matroid, defined on X whose set of bases is B X . Defining
therefore for an arbitrary finite set X, any family of commuting endomor-
phisms L , y g X, on some k-vector space S , and any matroid M on Xy
 .of rank d and with B M its set of bases, the set system
 4Y M [ Y : X N Y contains a cocircuit of M .
s Y : X N Y l B / B for all B g B M 4 .
and the space
K S , M [ f g S N L f s 0, Y g Y M , .  . y / 5
ygY
 .  .  .  .the spaces D X and = X are of type K S , M , M a vectorialm m
w xmatroid. It is shown in 7 that one always has
dim K S , M F dim K S , M N B , 2.9 .  .  .k k
 .BgB M
where for every B : X we denote by M N B the restriction of the matroid
M to B ; X. Moreover, under additional assumptions one can show that
 .equality holds in 2.9 . A sufficient condition to ensure that
dim K S , M s dim K S , M N B 2.10 .  .  .k k
 .BgB M
 .holds is to require that, for every B g B M , the systems
L f s g , y g B , 2.11 .y y
 .have a solution, provided that the obviously necessary compatibility
conditions
L g s L g , y , x g B , 2.12 .y x x y
w xhold 7 .
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 .Moreover, a sufficient condition for 2.12 to imply the solvability of
 .  .2.11 may be formulated as follows: For each B g B M and each x g B
 . Bthere exists a not necessarily linear right inverse P s P to L , satisfy-x x x
ing
L P g s g , P L g s L P g 2.13 .  .  . .x x y x x y
for all x, y g B with x / y and all g g S .
2.3. Dimension of Spline Spaces
Suppose we have a family of m G 2 distinct rays L , L , . . . , L , ema-1 2 m
nating from a single vertex 0 in R2, which divide R2 into mutually disjoint
convex cones C enumerated counterclockwise. Consider the space Sr ofi k
all functions f with continuous derivatives up to order r on R2 such that
on each C they agree with a polynomial of degree at most k. Toi
determine the dimension of Sr is an important part of determining thek
dimension of spline spaces on more general partitions. Suppose the line
containing L is given by the equation a x q b y s 0. It can be shown thati i i
w x  w x.22 see also 5, 8
k q 2rdim S s dim W q , 2.14 .R k k  /2
where
m
rq1 2W [ q , . . . , q N q x , y a x q b y s 0, q g P R .  .  .  .k 1 m i i i i kyry1 5
is1
 s. sand P R denotes the space of all polynomials of degree F k on R .k
More generally, given any real polynomials p , . . . , p on R s, the space1 m
m
dW [ q , . . . , q N q p s 0, q g P R 2.15 .  .  .k 1 m i i i kydeg p .i q 5
is1
 .where x [ max x, 0 , consists of the syzygies of p , . . . , p . One can showq 1 m
 .that when the p are homogeneous and V is defined by 2.15 , buti k
 w x.requiring homogeneous components q , then cf. 8i
k q d y 1dim V s dim D P y .R k R k  /d y 1
m k y deg p q d y 1 .j qq , 2.16 .  /d y 1js1
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 4where for P s p , . . . , p one defines1 m
D P [ f N p D f s 0, j s 1, . . . , m .  . 4j
and
D P [ D P F H R d .  .  .k k
  d. d.H R is the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k on R .k
Hence again one is led to study the common null space of certain
 .differential operators.
The methods that have been employed to deal with the above special
w xcases are rather different. The approach in 7 is perhaps the most general
one, in that the results are not restricted to differential operators and that
the underlying matroid need not be vectorial. But the matroid structure
does play a crucial role and excludes any applications to the cases de-
w xscribed in Subsection 2.3. A recent paper 3 considers the problem of
 .determining dim D P by using primary decompositions of the ideal I
generated by P itself. While this approach restricts the discussion to
differential operators, the composition of these operators need no longer
be determined by a matroid.
The present approach is quite different and permits us to cover and
even extend the above-mentioned results. We propose a natural reformu-
lation of the problem in terms of monomial ideals over polynomial rings so
that we can make full use of standard techniques in homological algebra.
To be more specific, note that each of the above examples is a special case
of the following general problem. Suppose S is some vector space over the
 4field k and for some finite set X ; let L be a family of commutingx x g X
endomorphisms on S . Let L denote a fixed set of mappings l : X ª N .0
 .Find dim K S , L wherek
K S , L [ s g S N Ll x . s s 0, l g L . 2.17 .  . x / 5
xgX
 d.Clearly, in Subsections 2.1, 2.2 the space S is the space D9 R of
d  d.Schwartz distributions on R or the space D9 Z of complex valued
``sequences'' on Zd, respectively, while in both cases we have
L s L [ x N Y g Y X , 4 .Y  X . Y
where for Y : X we denote by x the characteristic function of Y definedY
by
1 if y g Y
x y [ .Y  0 if y f Y
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and L stands for the directional derivative D or for the differencex m , x
operator = , respectively.m, x
w xDenoting by R the ring k X of polynomials with indeterminates x g X
 .over the commutative field k, we may identify each l g L with a
monomial X l [  x l x . g R. Hence, defining for s g S and l : Xx g X
ª N the product0
l ? s s Lls [ Ll x . s g S , x /
xgX
 .S becomes an R-module. Moreover, K S , L becomes its R-submodule,
consisting of all s g S annihilated by all l g L : R, and consequently by
 .the ideal I L , generated by L : R.
  ..Therefore we can use the canonical isomorphism see 4.9
 4Hom RrI , S ( s g S N r ? s s 0, r g I 2.18 .  .R
which holds for every R-module S and every ideal I : R. This simple fact,
combined with a thorough discussion of the ideals generated by a set L of
w xmonomials in R s k X , provides the basis for all our subsequent devel-
opments.
3. MONOMIAL IDEALS
For the convenience of the reader, we summarize briefly the relevant
w xproperties of monomial ideals as discussed, for instance, in 15, 16 : Let
w x  .R [ k X denote the polynomial ring over a commutative field k with X
 .  4as its finite set of variables. Each map l : X ª N s 0, 1, 2, . . . can be0
identified with the corresponding monomial X l [  x l x . g R.x g X
Specifically, x g X corresponds to the Kronecker d map:
d [ x : X ª N : x9 ¬ d .x  x4 0 x x 9
X  .  .Note that for every l, g g N one has l F g , i.e., l x F g x for all0
x g X, if and only if l N g ; i.e., l divides g in R. For any l g N X we putR 0
 .   . 4supp l [ x g X N l x ) 0 .
For any subset L : N X let0
 :  l :I L [ l N l g L s X N l g L .
denote the ideal in R generated by all l g L and let
M L [ RrI L .  .
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denote the associated factor R-module. In general, an ideal I will be
 . Xcalled monomial if I s I L for some L ; N .0
X X  .Note that for l g N and L ; N the monomial l belongs to I L if0 0
and only if l G l9 for some l9 g L. Hence defining
X XL [ N F I L s l g N N 'l9 g L with l9 F l 3.1 .  . 40 0
and
 4L [ l g L N l9 g L and l9 F l implies l s l9 , 3.2 .
one easily verifies the following facts.
Remark 3.1. For any L , L : N X the following statements are equiva-1 2 0
lent:
 .  .  .i M L and M L are isomorphic R-modules;1 2
 .  .  .ii I L s I L ;1 2
 .iii L s L ;1 2
 .iv L s L .1 2
An equivalent way of saying that I is monomial is to require that for
X  .  Xevery map c : N ª k : l ¬ c with finite support supp c [ l g N N c0 l 0 l
4/ 0 the polynomial
f X [ c ? X l 3.3 .  .c l
XlgN0
 .belongs to I if and only if every l g supp c is in I. It is therefore a
consequence of the Hilbert basis theorem that L is finite for every L : N X0
  .more precisely, L is the reduced Grobner basis of I L for whateverÈ
X .admissible ordering is chosen on N . Actually, this was known much0
 wbefore Hilbert proved his famous basis theorem see, for instance, 12, pp.
x .200, 201 for a closely related result , and it can be used conveniently for
 w x.giving a simple proof of this theorem see, for instance, 18 .
It is also easily seen that a prime ideal P : R is monomial if and only if
it is generated by a subset X : X, in which case we write P s P .1 X1
More generally one has the following.
Remark 3.2. The minimal prime ideals P : R containing some mono-
 .mial ideal I L are precisely the ideals P s P generated by the minimalB
 .  w x.subsets B : X with B l supp l / B for all l g L cf. 15 .
Proof. Note that for every B9 : X we obviously have L : P if andB 9
 .only if B9 l supp l / B for all l g L. Moreover, for every prime ideal
 .P : R with L : P the set B9 [ X l P necessarily satisfies B9 l supp l
/ B, l g L, and therefore it generates a prime ideal P9 s P withB 9
 .I L : P9 s P : P.B 9
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Finally, an R-module M is said to be monomial if there exists a
filtration, that is, a sequence of submodules,
O s M : M : M : ??? : M s M0 1 2 l
and a family of subsets L , L , . . . , L : N X such that1 2 l 0
M rM ( M L , i s 1, . . . , l. 3.4 .  .i iy1 i
X  .Obviously, for any L : N , the module M L is monomial directly from0
X  .the definition. To see that for each L : N the ideals I L are monomial0
modules as well, let us define for l g N X the set0
XL :l [ l9 g N N l q l9 g L s g _ l N g g L , 4 40
 . .   .  ..where g _ l x [ g x y l x and, as above, for any m g Z oneq
 .puts m s max m, 0 . Denoting by z the inverse of the isomorphismq
y1  4z : M L : l ª I L j l rI L , .  . .
induced by the map
 4  4  4R ª I l : I L j l s I L q I l : f ¬ l ? f , . .  .  .
the short exact sequence
z
 40 ª I L ¨ I L j l ª M L : l ª 0, 3.5 .  .  . .
combined with a simple induction argument, shows that for each L : N X0
 .the ideals I L are monomial R-modules as well.
4. BASIC RESULTS
 .As mentioned at the end of Section 2, the space K S , L can be
  . .identified with the R-module Hom RrI L , S . The computation ofR
such an R-module is conveniently facilitated by the following standard
techniques from homological algebra:
  . . 0   . .One interprets Hom RrI L , S as Ext RrI L , S and uses theR R
 w x.facts cf. 17
v that for every short exact sequence
0 ª M9 ª M ª M0 ª 0
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of R-modules one has the long exact sequence
0 ª Ext0 M0 , S ª Ext0 M , S ª Ext0 M9, S .  .  .R R R
ª Ext1 M0 , S ª Ext1 M , S ª . . . .  .R R
ª Ext i M0 , S ª Ext i M , S ª Ext i M9, S .  .  .R R R
ª Ext iq1 M0 , S ª . . . 4.1 .  .R
v
i  .  4and that Ext R, S s 0 for all i g N [ 1, 2, 3, . . . .R
We will combine these facts with the following two observations.
 .  .First see Theorem 4.4 below , for every monomial ideal I L there
exists a filtration
0 s M ; M ; ??? ; M s M L .0 1 l
such that for every i s 1, . . . , l the quotient M rM is isomorphic to ai iy1
module of the form RrP for some B : X.B
The second observation concerns the following interpretation of the
1   . .vanishing of Ext M L , S . Denoting, as usual, for any r g R the imageR
of s g S under the action of r on S by r ? s, we will use the shorthand
notation l ? s when r is the monomial X l. Nevertheless, when l s d , wex
will maintain the form x ? s.
1   . .Remark 4.1. Ext M L , S vanishes if and only if S satisfies theR
following solvability condition:
 .S For every family s g S , l g L, satisfying
?l
g ? s s g 9 ? s 4.2 .l l9
for all l, l9 g L, g , g 9 g N X such that0
g q l s g 9 q l9, 4.3 .
there exists some s g S satisfying
s s l ? s for all l g L . 4.4 .l
  .  ..  4In particular cf. 2.11 , 2.12 , if L s d N x g B for some B : X so thatx
 .  . 1   . .I L s P and M L s RrP , then Ext M L , S s 0 if and only if,B B R
 .for every family s g S x g B with y ? s s x ? s for all x, y g B, there isx x y
some s g S with s s x ? s for all x g B.x
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1   . .Indeed, if Ext M L , S s 0, then the above long exact sequenceR
 .4.1 , associated with the short exact sequence
0 ª I L ª R ª RrI L ª 0, .  .
 .implies that the canonical homomorphism Hom R, S ª HomR R
  . .I L , S must be surjective. So, given any family s , l g L satisfyingl
 .  .  .4.2 , associating with any r s  r ? l g I L r g R the elementlg L l l
 . r ? s g S , establishes a well-defined homomorphism from I L tolg L l l
S which is therefore the restriction of a homomorphism f : R ª S to
 .  .  .  .I L . Hence s s f l s f l ? 1 s l ? f 1 for all l g L which meansl
 .  .  .that 4.4 holds with s [ f 1 , confirming the validity of S .
 .Conversely, if S is satisfied, then the canonical homomorphism
0  . 0   . .Ext R, S ª Ext I L , S is surjective. In fact, for any f gR R
0   . .   . .  .Ext I L , S s Hom I L , S , the family s [ f l , l g L, satisfiesR R l
 .  .4.2 and 4.3 . Thus, when s g S satisfies l ? s s s for l g L we obtainl
 .f  r ? l s  r ? l ? s which reveals that f is the restriction oflg L l lg L l
 .the homomorphism R ª S : r ¬ r ? s to I L . In view of the exact se-
quence
Ext0 R , S ª Ext0 I L , S ª Ext1 RrI L , S .  .  . .  .R R R
ª Ext1 R , S s 0, .R
1   . . 1   . .this implies that Ext M L , S s Ext RrI L , S s 0.R R
We are now ready to state a result which will be the starting point for
various subsequent variants and specializations.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose S is an R-module such that for e¨ery x g X there
 .exists a not necessarily linear map P : S ª S such thatx
x ? P g s g , y ? P g s P y ? g 4.5 .  .  .  .x x x
 4holds for all g g S and y g X _ x . Moreo¨er, suppose that either k has
characteristic zero or that the characteristic of k is greater than aX. Then
Ext i M , S s 0 4.6 .  .R
for all i g N and all monomial R-modules M.
 .  .  .Remark 4.2. Note that 4.5 is analogous to 2.13 . The role of 2.13 inÃ
the present context, formulated in terms of bases of a matroid, will be
addressed later.
Before starting with the proof of Theorem 4.1, we state the following
consequence.
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COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose S is as abo¨e and the R-module M is mono-
mial with a filtration 0 s M : M : ??? : M s M of M, where M rM0 1 l i iy1
 . X  .( M L for some L : N . Then Hom M, S has an in¨erse filtration,i i 0 R
0 s MU : MU : ??? : MU s Hom M , S , 4.7 .  .l ly1 0 R
defined by
MU [ Ker res N , .i Mi
where
res N : Hom M , S ª Hom M , S : h ¬ h N , .  .M R R i Mi i
satisfying
U U  4M rM ( Hom M L , S ( g g S N l ? g s 0, for all l g L . . .iy1 i R i i
4.8 .
Proof of Corollary 4.1. Suppose 0 ª M9 ª M ª M0 ª 0 is a short
1  .exact sequence of R-modules. If Ext M0, S s 0, then the associatedR
 .long exact sequence 4.1 implies that
0 ª Hom M0 , S ¨ Hom M , S ª Hom M9, S ª 0 .  .  .R R R
is exact, too. Hence our assumptions imply the exactness of
0 ª Hom MrM , S ¨ Hom MrM , S .  .R i R iy1
ª Hom M rM , S ª 0 .R i iy1
for all i s 1, . . . , l. Noting that
Hom MrM , S ( MU .R i i
this means that
0 ª MU ¨ MU ª Hom M L , S ª 0 . .i iy1 R i
 .is exact for all i s 1, . . . , l, confirming the first part of 4.8 . Since for any
ideal I of R and any R-module M the mapping
h ¬ h 1 q I .
establishes a canonical isomorphism
 4Hom RrI , M ( m g M N r ? m s 0 for all r g I , 4.9 .  .R
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 .  .the second part of 4.8 follows as well. Since 4.7 is an immediate
consequence of the definition of MU , the proof of Corollary 4.1 isi
complete.
 .The above relation 4.8 gives an algebraic characterization of the spaces
 .  .K S , L , defined by 2.17 , which is fundamental for the present approach.
1  .Note that we have used only that Ext M, S s 0 holds for all mono-R
mial R-modules M. But, as will be shown in Theorem 4.2 below, this is
i  .equivalent to Ext M, S s 0 for all i g N and all monomial modules M.R
 .Corollary 4.1 suggests studying the ``components'' M L , i s 1, . . . , l, ofi
a given monomial module M in some more detail to derive more informa-
 .tion about Hom M, S . This will be done later.R
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 4.1. It is easily seen to be a
consequence of the following two results, which in turn are of some
interest in their own right, as well.
THEOREM 4.2. For any R-module S the following facts are equi¨ alent:
 . 1  .i Ext RrP , S s 0 for all B : X.R B
 . i  .ii Ext RrP , S s 0 for all B : X and all i g N.R B
 . 1   . . Xiii Ext M L , S s 0 for all L : N .R 0
 . i   . . Xiv Ext M L , S s 0 for all L g N and all i g N.R 0
 . 1  .v Ext M, S s 0 for all monomial R-modules M.R
 . i  .vi Ext M, S s 0 for all monomial R-modules M and all i g N.R
 .In view of Remark 4.1, specialized to the case I L s P , B : X, theB
following result shows that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 ensure that
1  .Ext RrP , S s 0 for all B : X. Indeed, it shows that to ensure theR B
1  .vanishing of Ext RrP , S for a given fixed B : X, it is sufficient toR B
B B  .have mappings P s P , P s P , . . . : S ª S , satisfying 4.5 , only forx x y y
the elements x, y, . . . in B.
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose S and the family of mappings P : S ª S ,x
x g X, satisfy the assumptions made in Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the
elements s g S , x g X satisfy x9 ? s s x ? s for all x, x9 g X. Then, defin-x x x 9
ing the mappings Q : S ª S byx
Q : s ¬ s y P x ? s .x x
and
 l . l  4X [ x , . . . , x g X N a x , . . . , x s l , . 41 l 1 l
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for all l g N, the element
n
s [ n y l ! P (Q ( ??? (Q s , 4.10 .  .  . 0 x x x x1 2 l 1
 l .ls1  .x , . . . , x gX1 l
where n [ aX, as abo¨e, satisfies
x ? s s n!? s 4.11 .0 x
for all x g X.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 can be broken up conveniently into the proof
 .  .of the implication `` i « ii '' and the verification of the following.
 w x. XTHEOREM 4.4 cf. 15 . For any L : N there exists a filtration0
0 s M ; M ; ??? ; M s M L .0 1 l
 .of M L and a family of subsets B : X, i s 1, . . . , l, such thati
M rM ( RrP , i s 1, . . . , l.i iy1 Bi
Indeed, once these facts are established, Theorem 4.2 follows immedi-
ately from the following observations. First note that the implications
vi « iv « ii .  .  .
y y y
v « iii « i .  .  .
 .  .are trivial. Furthermore, iv implies vi , in view of the well-known fact
that for every short exact sequence 0 ª M9 ª M ª M0 ª 0 the assump-
i  . i  . i  .tion Ext M9, S s Ext M0, S s 0 implies Ext M, S s 0 for all i gR R R
N and for every R-module S . In view of Theorem 4.4, the same argument
 .  .confirms that ii implies iv .
Thus, assuming for a moment the validity of Theorem 4.4, to complete
 .  .the proof of Theorem 4.2 it remains to prove the implication i « ii .
This will be done by induction on m [ aB. If m s 0, there is nothing to
prove. If m ) 0, choose some x g B, and consider the R-linear map
x?
RrP ¨ RrP , defined by multiplication with x. Since P is aB _ x4 B _ x4 B _ x4
prime ideal not containing x, this map is injective. Moreover, its image is
the R-submodule of RrP generated by x q P ; thus its cokernel isB _ x4 B _ x4
canonically isomorphic to P . Hence we have the exact sequenceB
x?
0 ª RrP ¨ RrP ª RrP ª 0 4.12 .B _ x4 B _ x4 B
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and this gives rise to an exact sequence
. . . ª Ext1 RrP , S ª Ext1 RrP , S .  .R B R B _ x4
ª Ext1 RrP , S ª Ext2 RrP , S . .R B _ x4 R B
ª Ext2 RrP , S ª Ext2 RrP , S ª . . . . 4.13 . .  .R B _ x4 R B _ x4
i  . i  .So Ext RrP , S s 0 for all i G 1 implies Ext RrP , S s 0 forR B _ x4 R B
 .  .  .all i G 2 and therefore establishes that i implies ii , since i just ensures
1  .that Ext RrP , S vanishes.R B
  .  .Theorem 4.3 can be verified by direct computation see also 3.32 ] 3.37
w x.  .in 7 : In view of 4.10 , one has for every x g X
n
x ? s s n y l ! x ? P (Q ( ??? (Q s . 4.14 .  .  . 0 x x x x1 2 l 1
 l .ls1  .x , . . . , x gX1 l
 .  l .  4Note that for every x , . . . , x g X , such that x g x , . . . , x , the1 l 2 l
equation
x ? P (Q ( ??? (Q s s 0 4.15 .  .x x x1 2 l
 .holds for all s g S . In fact, recalling 4.5 and the definition of Q inx
Theorem 4.3 we see that
x ? Q s s x ? s y P y ? s s x ? s y P x ? y ? s s Q x ? s 4.16 .  .  .  .  . .y y y y
 4holds for all y g X _ x , while for y s x we have
x ? s y P x ? s s x ? s y x ? P x ? s s x ? s y x ? s s 0. .  . .x x
In contrast, for x s x and s g S we obtain1
x ? P (Q ( ??? (Q s s Q ( ??? (Q s . 4.17 .  .  .x x x x x1 2 l 2 l
 4  .  .Finally, when x f x , . . . , x and therefore l F n y 1 , we have by 4.51 l
 .and 4.16
x ? P (Q ( ??? (Q s s P (Q ( ??? (Q x ? s .  .x x x x x x x x1 2 l 1 1 2 l 1
s P (Q ( ??? (Q x ? s .x x x 1 x1 2 l
s P x ? Q ( ??? (Q s . .x 1 x x x1 2 l
s Q ( ??? (Q s y Q ( ??? (Q s . .  .x x x x x x2 l 1 l
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Hence,
n
x ? s s n y l ! Q ( ??? (Q s .  . 0 x x x2 l
 ly1.ls1  .   4.x , . . . , x g X_ x2 l
ny1
q n y l ! . 
 l .ls1  .   4.x , . . . , x g X_ x1 l
= Q ( ??? (Q s y Q ( ??? (Q s .  . .x x x x x x2 l 1 l
n
s n y l ! 1 q n y l Q ( ??? (Q s .  .  . .  x x x2 l
 ly1.ls1  .   4.x , . . . , x g X_ x2 l
ny1
y n y l ! Q ( ??? (Q s .  .  x x x1 l
 l .ls1  .   4.x , . . . , x g X_ x1 l
ny1
s n y l ! Q ( ??? (Q s .  .  x x x1 l
 l .ls0  .   4.x , . . . , x g X_ x1 l
ny1
y n y l ! Q ( ??? (Q s .  .  x x x1 l
 l .ls1  .   4.x , . . . , x g X_ x1 l
s n!s ,x
which proves Theorem 4.3.
 . XProof of Theorem 4.4. We recall from 3.5 that for any L : N and0
any l g N X one has a canonical isomorphism0
 4I L j l rI L ( M L :l .  . .
and therefore a short exact sequence
 40 ª M L :l ª M L ª M L j l ª 0. 4.18 .  .  . .
 .We wish to use 4.18 for an induction argument with respect to L. This
can actually be achieved in many possible ways cf. the proof of Theorem
w x.3.1 in 7 . Note first that, in view of Remark 3.2, there is nothing to prove
 .  .if I L is a prime ideal. So assuming without loss of generality that I L is
not a prime ideal we can find a l g N X which is a proper divisor of some0
g g L. In this case one has
 4  4  4L j l : l j L _ g , .
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as well as
 4L :l : l9 _ l N l9 g L .
Hence, defining
< <L [ l x , 4.19 .  . 
lgL xgX
we conclude that
< < < < < < < < 4L j l - L , L :l - L 4.20 .
< <for every such l. Thus using induction with respect to L we may assume
 .   4.that the assertion holds for M L:l as well as for M L j l . We infer
 .  .now from 4.18 that M L must possess a filtration of the desired type as
well. Hence the assertion of Theorem 4.4 follows.
We remark that one could also proceed on a more abstract level. In view
of the Hilbert basis theorem we may use induction relative to the partial
 . Xquasi- ordering defined on subsets L, L9, . . . : N by0
L9 F L m I L : I L9 . 4.21 .  .  .
< < < < X  .  .Since L:l - L for all l g N with supp l l supp g / B for at least0
X<  4 < < <one g g L, and since L j l - L for all l g N _ L, we can use the0
 . Xexact sequence 4.18 for any l g N which satisfies both conditions to0
 .deduce results like Theorem 4.4 for M L from corresponding results for
 .   4.M L:l and M L j l . It is easy to see that such an element l exists if
 .and only if I L is not a prime ideal.
To compute a sequence of composition factors of type RrP for anyB
 . XM L , L : N , we may proceed according to the following scheme: We0
define a L-tree to be a rooted binary tree whose vertices are labeled by
subsets L9 : N X such that the following conditions hold:0
 .i the root is labeled by L;
 . Xii a vertex labeled with some L9 : N is a terminal vertex if and0
 .only if I L9 is a prime ideal;
 . Xiii if some vertex, labeled by some L9 : N , is not a terminal0
vertex, then there exists some l g N X such that the two vertices to the left0
and to the right just below the given vertex are labeled by some L and1
L , respectively, with2
I L s I L9:l ; I L9 , .  .  .1
 4I L s I L9 j l ; I L9 . .  . .2
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Even though l is uniquely determined by L and L9 as the unique2
 .element in L _ L9, we may relabel this vertex in case iii by the pair2
 . L9, l to clarify the relationship between the subsets L9, L , L cf. Fig.1 2
.4.1 .
< <   ..It follows by induction with respect to L see 4.19 that for any
L : N X there exists a finite L-tree. In fact, the Hilbert basis theorem0
ensures that any L-tree must be finite and one infers from the exact
 .  .sequence 4.18 that for any L-tree there exists a filtration of M L whose
 .composition factors, in ascending order, are the modules RrI L , i si
1, . . . , l, where the L are the labels of the terminal vertices, indexed fromi
left to right.
Finally, let us define a L-tree to be elementary, if for any nonterminal
 .vertex with label L9, l the element l is of the form d for some x g X.x
 4FIG. 4.1. Two elementary L-trees for L s x x , x x , x x , x x .1 2 2 3 3 4 4 1
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We will study the properties of elementary L-trees for various subsets
X  w x.L : N in more detail in the next section see also 24 ; s s x ? s for all0 x
x g B.
5. SOME USEFUL SUPPLEMENTS AND REFINEMENTS
The machinery that we have used above to establish Theorem 4.1
 .indicates that the filtrations of the module M L , constructed recursively
in the proof of Theorem 4.4 or by means of L-trees, should be useful for
the study of the modules
 4K S , L [ s g S N l ? s s 0 for all l g L .
( Hom M L , S 5.1 .  . .R
also for those R-modules S that do not necessarily satisfy all the assump-
tions in Theorem 4.1 or Theorem 4.2.
To state a first result in this direction which holds for arbitrary R-
modules S we define for any V : X and any R-module S the R-submod-
ules
 4K S , V [ s g S N x ? s s 0 for all x g V . 5.2 .  .
Moreover, we define for any L : N X the set systems0
V L [ V : X N V l supp l / B for all l g L 5.3 4 .  .  .
and
 4B L [ B g V L N B _ x f V L for all x g B . 5.4 4 .  .  .  .
 .  .Note that B g V L is in B L if and only if B is inclusion-minimal in
 .  .V L , i.e., if and only if P is a minimal prime ideal containing I L .B
We are now in a position to formulate the following extension of
w xTheorem 3.1 in 7 .
THEOREM 5.1. For e¨ery R-module S and e¨ery L : N X the following0
statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i dim K S , L - `;k
 .  .  .ii dim K S , V - ` for all V g V L ;k
 .  .  .iii dim K S , B - ` for all B g B L .k
Moreo¨er, for e¨ery R-module S one has
dim K S , V F dim K S , L .  .k k
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 .  .for all V g V L , and there exist integers n for V g V L such thatV
dim K S , L F n ? dim K S , V 5.5 .  .  .k V k
 .VgV L
for e¨ery R-module S .
 .  .  .  .Proof. Since K S , V : K S , L for all V g V L and since B L :
 .  .  .  .V L , the implications i « ii « iii and the inequality
dim K S , V F dim K S , L .  .k k
 .  .are trivial. Similarly, since for any V g V L there exists some B g B L
 .  .  .  .with B : V and therefore K S , V : K S , B , iii implies ii .
Moreover, since
 4V L :l : V L , V L j l : V L , .  .  . .
induction based, as above, on the Hilbert basis theorem, the short exact
 .sequence 4.18 , and the resulting exact sequence
0 ª Hom M L :l , S ª Hom M L , S .  . .  .R R
 4ª Hom M L j l , S . .R
 .  .together show that ii implies i .
 .As for 5.5 , let
1, if P s I L , .L Vn [ 5.6 .V  0, otherwise,
 .whenever I L is a prime ideal. Then, one may again use the above exact
 .sequences to confirm that 5.5 holds for L with
nL [ nL :l q nL j l4 5.7 .V V V
 . L :l  4 L j l4as long as 5.5 holds for L:l and n and for L j l and n .V V
 . TIn other words, for any L-tree T and any V g V L we may define nV
 . Xto be the number of terminal vertices of T , labeled by some L9 : N0
 .  . Twith I L9 s P . Then, for any R-module S , 5.5 will hold with n [ n .V V V
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Remark 5.1. The above proof does not only confirm for every L : N X0
 L  .4  .the existence of families n N V g V L such that 5.5 holds, but itV
shows also how to compute such a family recursively in terms of L-trees.
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In general, the result of such a recursive computation will depend on the
 .particularly chosen L-tree cf. Fig. 4.1 . Yet, as one may guess from this
example, or could deduce from E. Noether's theory of primary decomposi-
 w x w x.  .tions cf. 15, 16 or 4, Chap. IV , for every fixed B g B L the numbers
nT coincide for all L-trees. It is also a consequence of the followingB
considerations.
For every V : X and every L : N X define0
L Vm [ a h g N N h f L N . 4V 0 V
One easily checks that
mL ) 0 m V g V L , 5.8 .  .V
mL - ` m V f V L or V g B L , 5.9 .  .  .V
L  4m s 1 m V g B L and L N s d N x g V . 5.10 .  .V V x
Moreover, we will need the following observations.
LEMMA 5.1. For e¨ery L : N X and e¨ery V : X one has0
mL s mL :l q mL j l4 . 5.11 .V V V
In particular,
V f V L _ B L , .  .
that is, mL - ` if and only ifV
V f V L :l _ B L : l .  .
and
 4  4V f V L j l _ B L j l , .  .
 .as well as V g V L if and only if
 4V g V L :l or V g V L j l . .  .
Proof. The proof follows from the observation that
V  4h g N N h f L j l N . 40 V
Vs h g N N h f L N , there exists ¨ g V such that h ¨ - l ¨ .  . 40 V
and
Vh g N N h f L N , h ¨ G l ¨ , for all ¨ g V .  . 40 V
Vs l N q h N h g N , h f L : l N , . 4V 0 V
 .which readily implies 5.11 .
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 .It follows that for every L-tree T and every B g B L the relation
nT s mL 5.12 .B B
holds. In turn, this implies the following.
THEOREM 5.2. If for some fixed R-module S one has
Ext1 RrP , S s 0 for all B : X , 5.13 .  .R B
then for e¨ery L : N X one has0
dim K S , L s mL ? dim K S , B . 5.14 .  .  .k B k
 .BgB L
Remark 5.2. Recall Remark 4.2 and Theorem 4.1 for conditions ensur-
 . w xing 5.13 . For a more detailed discussion, see 20 .
1   . .Proof. Note first that, in view of Theorem 4.2, one has Ext M L , SR
X X  .s 0 for all L g N . Since for every L : N the sequence 4.18 is exact,0 0
 .  .   . .the canonical isomorphism 4.9 between K S , L and Hom M L , SR
yields the exact sequence
 40 ª K S , L j l ª K S , L ª K S , L :l ª 0. 5.15 .  .  . .
In particular, it follows that
 4  4K S , L j l s 0 5.16 . .
if
dim K S , L - `, I L s I L :l .  .  .k
 .which, for instance, is the case when I L s P for some V : X andV
l s d , x g X _ V.x
In view of Theorem 5.1 we may now assume without loss of generality
 .  .that dim K S , L - ` and therefore dim K S , B - ` for all B gk k
 .   ..B L . Hence cf. 5.16
 4dim K S , V F dim K S , B j x s 0 .  .k k
 .  4  .  4for every B g B L , x g X _ B, and B j x : V, i.e., K S , V s 0 for
 .  .all V g V L _ B L . As in the proof of Theorem 4.4 we may now use
induction, assuming that for some l g N X one has0
dim K S , L :l s mL :l ? dim K S , B , .  .k B k
 .BgB L :l
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as well as
 4 L j l4dim K S , L j l s m ? dim K S , B . . . k B k
  4.BgB Lj l
L :l  .  .  .  .Since, by Lemma 5.1, m s 0 if B g B L _ B L:l : B L _ V L:lB
 .  .  .and since we have dim K S , B s 0 if B g B L:l _ B L :k
 .  .V L _ B L we can rewrite the first equation as
dim K S , L :l s mL :l ? dim K S , B . .  .k B k
 .BgB L
Similarly, one confirms that
 4 L j l4dim K S , L j l s m ? dim K S , B . . . k B k
 .BgB L
 .Hence Theorem 5.2 follows from Lemma 5.1 and the exactness of 5.15 .
Analysing the above proof reveals that for a fixed L one does not
1  .actually need that Ext RrP , S s 0 for all B : X. It is enough to knowR B
1  .that Ext RrP , S s 0 for all modules of type RrP which occur asR V V
 .composition factors in some filtration of M L , for instance, those con-
 .structed in the proof of Theorem 4.4 via L-trees, and that K S , V s 0
 .for all such V which are not in B L . Thus we have established the
following result.
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that for some L : N X there exists a L-tree whose0
 .terminal ¨ertices all belong to B L . If
Ext1 RrP , S s 0 for all B g B L , .  .R B
 .then 5.14 holds.
More generally, we observe the following facts.
LEMMA 5.2. If for some R-module S , some B : X, and some x g X _ B,
 . 1  .one has dim K S , B - ` and Ext RrP , S s 0, thenk R B j  x4
 . 1  .  4dim K S , V s 0 and Ext RrP , S s 0 for all V : X with B j x :k R V
V.
This leads to the following variation of Theorem 5.2.
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that for some L : N X, some L-tree T , and some0
 .  .R-module S there exists for e¨ery subset V g V L _ B L and e¨ery
 .  .terminal ¨ertex with label L9 and I L9 s P some B g B L with B : VV
1  .  .and some x g V _ B with Ext RrP , S s 0. Then Eq. 5.14 holds forR B j  x4
L and S .
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 .Lemma 5.2 follows by induction with respect to a V _ B from the
following result.
LEMMA 5.3. For e¨ery B : X and x g X _ B and for e¨ery R-module S
 .with dim K S , B - ` one hask
 4dim K S , B j x .k
F min dim S , B , dim Ext1 RrP , S 5.17 .  . . 4k k R B j  x4
and
dim Ext1 RrP , S .k R B j  x4
 4 1F dim K S , B j x q dim Ext RrP , S . .k k R B
F dim K S , B q dim Ext1 RrP , S . 5.18 .  .  .k k R B
Proof. The assertion follows from the observation that
 4K S , B j x : K S , B ( Hom RrP , S .  . . R B
and the long exact sequence
0 ª Hom RrP , S ª Hom RrP , S ª Hom RrP , S .  . .R B j  x4 R B R B
ª Ext1 RrP , S ª Ext1 RrP , S , . .R B j  x4 R B
  ..associated with the short exact sequence cf. 4.12
x?
0 ª RrP ª RrP ª RrP ª 0 5.19 .B B B j  x4
as explained in the beginning of Section 4.
i  .Remark. If, for some R-modules M and S , we have dim Ext M, Sk R
i  .- ` for all i G 0, then we may use the fact that Ext M, S s 0 for allR
 . `  . ii 4 0 to define the Euler characteristic x M [  y1 dimS is0 k
i  . i  .Ext M, S of M relative to S . Obviously, if Ext M, S s 0 for allR R
 .  .i ) 0, then x M s dim Hom M, S . Moreover, if we have a shortS k R
exact sequence 0 ª M9 ª M ª M0 ª 0 of R-modules such that the
Euler characteristic relative to S is defined for any two of the three
 .R-modules M, M9, M0, then the long exact sequence 4.1 implies easily
 .  .that it is defined for all three of them and that one has x M s x M9S S
 .q x M0 .S
 .In particular, if x M is defined for M [ RrP for some B : X, thenS B
 .the long exact sequence associated with the short exact sequence 5.19
 .implies that x RrP is defined and vanishes for every x g X _ B, soS B j  x4
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 .we have x RrP s 0 for every V : X with B ; V / B. Hence, theS V
above arguments can be used to prove the following remarkable variation
of the above results:
If , for some L : N X and some R-module S , we ha¨e0
i  .  .   ..dim Ext RrP , S - ` for all i G 0 and B g B L , then x M L isk R B S
 .defined and, in analogy with 5.14 , one has
x M L s mL x RrP . .  . . S B S B
 .BgB L
6. RELATIONS WITH MATROID THEORY
We begin this section by characterizing some of those L : N X for which0
T  .the numbers n , V g V L coincide for all elementary L-trees T. In thisV
regard we have the following surprisingly simple and useful result.
THEOREM 6.1. For e¨ery L : N X the following two statements are equi¨ a-0
lent:
 .  .i For e¨ery elementary L-tree T and e¨ery V g V L one has
1, if V g B L , .Tn sV  0, if V f B L . .
 .ii There exists a matroid M defined on X such that L consists of the
 .characteristic maps x , where C runs through the family C M of cocircuitsC
 .of M , that is, the inclusion-minimal sets in Y M , and hence we ha¨e
 :  :I L s x N Y g Y M s x N C g C M . .  .  .Y C
 .Moreo¨er, if any of the abo¨e condition holds, then B L is the set of bases
 .  .  .of the matroid M and we will write I M and M M instead of I L and
 .M L , respecti¨ ely.
 .Proof. We will show first that ii implies the second part of the
 .assertion. To this end recall that, by definition, V L consists of all
subsets V : X which contain some element in each cocircuit, i.e., outside
 .each hyperplane. Hence V L is the set of generating subsets of X.
 .Therefore B L consists of all minimal generating subsets, that is, of all
bases of M.
 .  .To show that ii implies i let M denote the matroid whose basesx
consist of all bases of M which do not contain x while M x is the matroid
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whose bases consist of all bases of M which do contain x. If x satisfies
 .  .x f I L / I L:d , thenx
L :d s x N C g C M 4 .x C x
and
 4 xL j d s x N C g C M . 4 .x C
Hence the claim follows easily by induction.
As for the converse, note that for every L-tree T , for every x g X with
 .  .  .  .x f I L / I L:d and for every B g B L one has, in view of 5.12 andx
Lemma 5.1,
nT s mL s 1 s mL :d x q mL j d x4B B B B
and, therefore,
1 if x g B , 0; x g B ,L j d 4 L :dx xm s m s 6.1 .B B 0 if x f B , 1; x f B.
 .   4.Moreover, suppose T 9, T 0 are any elementary L:d - and L j d -trees,x x
respectively. Let T be the elementary L-tree depicted in Fig. 6.1. Then for
 .  . T T 9 T 0every V g V L _ B L we get 0 s n s n q n .V V V
 .  .Therefore, combining 5.10 and 6.1 , we conclude that
B L :d s B g B L N x f B 4 .  .x
T 9  .  .and n s 0 for every V g V L:d _ B L:d . Likewise, we haveV x x
 4B L j d s B g B L N x g B 4 . .x
T 0   4.   4.and n s 0 for every V g V L j d _ B L j d . Hence, using in-V x x
duction as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we may assume that for every such
x g X there exist matroids M and M x defined on X as before with thex
FIG. 6.1
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  . 4   . 4set of bases B g B L N x f B and B g B L N x g B , respectively,
such that
L :d s x N C g C M , 4 .x C x
 4 xL j d s x N C g C M . 4 .x C
Since x f B for every basis B of M and therefore x f C for any cocircuitx
C of M and sincex
 4L : l q d N l g L :d D l g L j d N l / d , 4  4x x x x
 .we conclude that, at least for some antichain C : P X of subsets of X
  . .i.e., some C : P X for which C , C g C and C : C implies C s C ,1 2 1 2 1 2
one has
 4L s x N C g C .C
In other words, the exponent of every x g X in every monomial in L is at
most one.
At this point, it is convenient to use the following notations: For every
 .set B : P X of subsets of X, we define
 4B [ V : X N V = B for some B g B ,
 4B [ B g B N B9 ; B , B9 / B implies B9 f B ,
 4D B [ Y : X N B l Y / B for all B g B .
6.2 .
s X _ V N V f B . 4
Note that, with
supp L [ supp l N l g L , 6.3 4 .  .  .
for L : N X, we have0
V L s D supp L , B L s V L . 6.4 .  .  .  .  . .
Moreover, for every matroid M , defined on X, the following relations
hold:
Y M s D B M , 6.5 .  .  . .
C M s Y M s D B M , 6.6 .  .  .  . .
I M s P , 6.7 .  .F B
 .BgB M
B M s V x N Y g Y M s V x N C g C M . 6.8 4  4 .  .  .  . .  .Y C
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 .Note also that for every B : P X one has
D B s D B s D B s D B , 6.9 .  .  .  . .
D B s Y g D B N for every y g Y ' .  .
 4some B g B with y s Y l B , 6.104  .
D D B s B. 6.11 .  . .
 .  .   ..The last identity holds since, by 6.2 and 6.9 , V g D D B if and only
 .if X _ V g D B s D B if and only if V g B. .
 4  .Hence, if L s x N C g C for some antichain C : P X , we haveC
B L s B L s D C 6.12 .  .  . .
and
C s D B L . 6.13 .  . .
 .It suffices therefore to show that the set B L satisfies the matroid
 .exchange property, namely that for every B , B in B L and every1 2
 4  4x g B _ B there exists some x g B _ B such that x j B _ x g1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .B L . To this end, we observe first that our assumption x g B _ B1 1 2
 .  .  .implies x f I L and I L / I L:d . Hence our hypothesis implies1 x1
 4x j B g V L j d _ B L 4  . .1 2 x1
: V L j d _ B L j d . 4  4 .  .x x1 1
  4.  4Consequently, there exists some B g B L j d with B ; x j Bx 1 21
and this B necessarily contains x , has the same cardinality as B g B L1 1
 4.  4  4j d , and is contained in x j B _ x for some x g B . So first ofx 1 2 2 2 21
all we get aB s aB F aB and therefore, by exchanging the role of BÃ1 2 1
 4   4.and B , we get aB s aB . Hence, B s x j B _ x . If x g B _ B2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1
 .we are finished. Otherwise, x g B l B _ B implies that we can use2 1 2
 4our induction hypothesis with respect to L j d ; since B and B bothx 1 22
  4.belong to B L j d , which by our induction assumption is the set ofx 2
bases of a matroid, the proof is complete.
Remark 6.1. Note that the assumption in Theorem 6.1 that T is an
elementary L-tree is essential. To see this let L s x x x x , x x x ,1 2 3 4 1 2 5
4x x x denote the set of cocircuits of the matroid M of rank two defined3 4 5
 4  4  4on X s x , x , x , x , x , for which x , x and x , x are the only1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4
 .dependent subsets of cardinality two. Then the partial L-tree, depicted in
Fig. 6.2, shows that for nonelementary L-trees T one may have nT / 0 forV
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FIG. 6.2
 .  .  .some V g V L _ B L , even if every l in any label L9, l is a divisor of
 .some l9 g L9 and only one such l is not in X .
Remark 6.2. Note also that
I L s rad I L [ r g R N r n g I L for some n g N 4 .  .  .
Ä .  .  .if and only if l x F 1 for all l g L and all x g X, i.e., I L s I L for
Ä  .  .some L : P X . Hence, we can interpret the first step in the proof that i
 .  .  .  .implies ii as a proof of the fact that i implies I L s rad I L . It is also
X  .  .clear that, conversely, for every L : N the relation I L s rad I L0
L  .implies m s 1 for all B g B L . Unfortunately, it is not true that oneB
L  .  .  .generally has m s 1 for all B g B L if and only if I L s rad I L . AB
 2 24  .   .counterexample is L s x x , x x . However, if supp L [ supp l N l1 2 1 2
4g L is the set of cocircuits of a matroid M , defined on X, and if for every
 .  .  .Y g supp L there exists a unique l g L with Y s supp l , then I L s
 . L  .rad I L holds indeed if and only if m s 1 for all B g B L , since forB
 .every x g Y there exists some B g B L such that Y is the only subset in
 .  4  4supp L with B l Y s x . In fact, every B for which B _ x is a basis of
the hyperplane X _ Y would be a suitable choice.
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By Theorem 6.1 we know that, whenever for a given L : N X every0
elementary L-tree T has only terminal vertices that correspond to sets
 .B g B L , the set L must consist of the characteristic maps x , Y aY
w xcocircuit of some matroid M defined on X. Motivated by the results in 3
we will consider next a somewhat wider class of sets L : N X that turn out0
to have at least one elementary L-tree whose terminal vertices correspond
 .to elements of B L .
w xTo this end, suppose X is totally ordered. Following 3 we say
B - B1 2
 4  4for B s y , . . . , y , B s ¨ , . . . , ¨ : X if y F ¨ , i s 1, . . . , d. For a1 1 d 2 1 d i i
 .given matroid M of rank d defined on X let B : B M be an order-1
 .closed subset of bases of M ; i.e., for any B g B , B g B M the relation1 1 2
w xB - B implies B g B . We define as in 32 1 2 1
L [ x N V g D B . 6.14 4 .  .V 1
 .It is not hard to verify that B s B L which, of course, is in general no1
longer the set of bases of some matroid. Nevertheless one can always find
 .a L-tree whose terminal vertices correspond to the elements of B L .
X  .PROPOSITION 6.1. For any L : N gi¨ en by 6.14 there exists an elemen-0
tary L-tree T such that
1 if V g B ,1Tn sV  0 if V g V L _ B . . 1
Proof. The proof is based on a simple recursive construction of a
L-tree with the desired properties.
 4  4The assertion holds trivially for B s B and, hence, L s d N x g B .1 x
Otherwise, there exists a smallest x g X such that d is a proper divisor ofx
some l g L. Setting
 4B [ B g B N x f B , B [ B _ B ,11 1 12 1 11
 4we note that L :d corresponds to all minimal subsets of X _ x whichx
intersect each B g B , and that B is again an order-closed subset of11 11
 .   . 4the set of bases B M s B g B M N x f B of the matroid M . Simi-x x
 .  4larly, as B is an order-closed subset of B M , so B s B g B N x g B1 12 1
 x.   . 4is an order-closed subset of B M s B g B M N x g B . Moreover,
 4L j d corresponds to all minimal subsets of X that intersect eachx
 4B g B ; indeed, every subset V ; X with x g L j d intersects12 V x
each B g B . Conversely, if V is a minimal subset of X which intersects12
 4  4each B g B , then either V s x and therefore x s d g L j d , or12 V x x
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x f V, in which case V intersects each B g B , even if x f B since, for1
 .  4every such B g B : B M , there exists some y g B with B9 [ x j B1
 4  ._ y g B M and because, by the choice of x, we necessarily have x - y,
< <hence B9 - B, and therefore x g B9 g B , i.e., B9 g B . Since L:d and1 12 x
<  4 < < <  4L j d - L , we use induction to conclude that L:d and L j dx x x
possess trees T , T whose terminal vertices correspond to the elements in1 2
B and B , respectively. This completes the proof of Proposition 6.1.11 12
The following result is now an immediate consequence of Proposition
6.1 and Theorem 5.3.
COROLLARY 6.1. Suppose that for some matroid M defined on X, the
 . Xcollection B is an order-closed subset of B M . Then for L : N gi¨ en by1 0
 .6.14 one has
dim K S , L s dim K S , B 6.15 .  .  .k k
BgB1
1  .if Ext RrP , S s 0 for all B g B .R B 1
In the following sections we will address, among other things, the
problem of finding necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of
 .relations like 6.15 .
7. S-EXACTNESS AND d-DIMENSIONAL ADDITIVITY
In stating and discussing our next results we will slightly change the
point of view taken so far. Until now, for given monomial modules M, in
 . Xparticular, for modules of the form M L for some L g N , we have0
asked for conditions concerning certain subsets B, . . . , V, . . . of X, related
algebraically to M or combinatorially to L, which ensure the computability
 .of the dimension of Hom M, S in terms of the dimensions of theR
 .  .associated modules Hom RrP , S , . . . , Hom RrP , S , . . . . Instead,R B R V
 .we will now fix a family B : P X of subsets of X and, assuming that for
 .a given R-module S conditions like dim Hom RrP , S - ` ork R B
1  .Ext RrP , S s 0 are fulfilled for all B g B, we will ask for all modulesR B
 .  .M for which dim Hom M, S can be computed, as in 5.14 , in terms ofk R
 .all the dimensions dim Hom RrP , S , B g B.k R B
To this end, it is necessary to introduce some further definitions. To
 .start with, we consider an arbitrary set B : P X of subsets of X. For
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every such B we define
 :I B [ P s x N Y g D B 7.1 .  .  .F B Y
BgB
and
M B [ RrI B . 7.2 .  .  .
 4  .  .In case B s B for just one subset B : X we also write I B s PB
 .  4.  4.and M B instead of I B and M B , respectively, which should not be
 4 4.  4 4.confused with I b N b g B or M b N b g B .
 .  .  .  .  .Note that I B s I M and M B s M M in case B s B M is the
set of bases of some matroid M defined on X, and recall that for every
 .B : X and every R-module S the R-submodule K S , B is canonically
  . .  .isomorphic to Hom M B , S , while for every B : P X the R-moduleR
  .4s g S N  x ? s s 0 for all Y g D B is canonically isomorphic tox g Y
  . .   .Hom M B , S cf. 4.9 .R
Next we define an R-module M to be B-pure if for some l g N there0
exist subsets B , B , . . . , B g B and a filtration1 2 l
0 s M ; M ; ??? ; M s M 7.3 .0 1 l
 .with M B ( M rM for all i s 1, 2, . . . , l. As mentioned already, iti i iy1
follows immediately from the theory of primary decompositions of R-
 w x.modules see 4 that for every B g B the number
M  4m [ a i g 1, . . . , l N B s B 4B i
is independent of the given filtration, since it coincides with the length of
 .the R-module R M over the localized ring R [ rrs N r g R,mP R PB B
4s g R _ P , which one gets from the B-pure module M by localizingB
 w x .relative to the prime ideal P once again, see 4 for details .B
Hence, if we define a submodule N of a B-pure module M to be a
B-submodule of M if both N itself and the factor module MrN are
  ..B-pure that is, if and only if N occurs in a filtration of type 7.3 , the
relation
mM s mN q mMr N 7.4 .B B B
  .  ..see 5.11 , 5.13 necessarily holds for every such M and N and every
B g B.
It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.1 that for every matroid
 .   ..  .M , defined on X, the module M [ M M s M B M is B M -pure
and satisfies
mM s 1B
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 .  .for every B g B M . Likewise, Proposition 6.1 ensures that M B9 is
 .B9-pure for every order-closed subset B9 : B M of the set of bases of a
matroid.
Another example is given by the following observation which will be
useful in the sequel.
X .  .LEMMA 7.1. If B : P X is actually contained in the set of alld
 4 Xsubsets of X of cardinality d and if L s l , . . . , l : N satisfies1 d 0
 4  .  .x , . . . , x g B for all x g supp l , i s 1, . . . , d, then M L is B-pure1 d i i
and satisfies
¡ d  4 l x , if B s x , . . . , x for some .is1 i i 1 d
M ~m s 7.5 .x g supp l , . . . , x g supp l ; .  .B 1 1 d d¢
0, otherwise.
< <Proof. This follows easily by induction with respect to L s
 .   ..  l x cf. 4.19 :lg L x g X
< <  4If L s 0, then l s 0 for some i g 1, . . . , d and therefore M s 0 isi
 . < < < <B-pure and satisfies 7.5 . If L / 0, then necessarily L s L and L G d.
< <  4  4  4If L s d, then l , . . . , l s d , . . . , d for some B s x , . . . , x g B1 d x x 1 d1 d
 .  .  .and M L equals M B . So it is definitely B-pure and satisfies 7.5 , too.
< <  .Finally, if L ) d, say  l x ) 1, the result follows by induction. Inx g X 1
 .  .fact, for any x g supp l we have the exact sequence 4.181
 40 ª M L : x ª M L ª M L j x ª 0, .  .  .
where both
 4  4  4L : x s l y d , l , . . . , l , L j x s d , l , . . . , l1 x 2 d x 2 d
satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 7.1.
 .  .   4.So, by induction, and, in view of 4.20 , both, M L: x and M L j x ,
 .are B-pure and satisfy 7.5 with l replaced by l y d and by d ,1 1 x x
 .  .respectively. Hence, finally, also M L is B-pure and satisfies 7.5 , in
 .view of 7.4 .
 .More generally, one can show that for a given B : P X the module
M .M s M B is always B-pure and satisfies m s 1 for all B g B. More-B
 w x.over, it can be shown cf. 11 that M is B-pure if and only if one can
label the subsets in B as, say, B , B , . . . , B such that the following1 2 k
condition is fulfilled:
For every 1 F i - j F k there exists some x g B and somei
 4i9 - j with x s B _ B . 7.6 .i9 j
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 w x.Curiously enough, as observed by Simon cf. 24 , this condition is
easily seen to be equivalent to the shellability of the simplicial complex
 4X _ B N B g B .
 .For any B : P X and any R-module S we define
S [ s g S N there exists some n g NB
with r n ? s s 0 for every r g I B . 7.74 .  .
 .If B s B M is the set of bases of a matroid M defined on X, we will
write S s S . It is also clear that M s M for every B-pure moduleB M B
 . lM. In fact, if l is the length of a filtration of M of type 7.3 , then r ? s s 0
 .and even r ? r ? ??? ? r ? s s 0 for any r, r , . . . , r g I B and all s g M.1 2 l 1 l
We also remark that every R-module homomorphism c : S 9 ª S maps
S X into S . In particular,B B
Hom M , S s Hom M , S 7.8 .  .  .R R B
if M s M , i.e., in particular, when M is B-pure. Note also that for everyB
 4B s x , . . . , x g B we have1 d
Ext1 M B , S : Ext1 M B , S .  . . .R B R
since any s g S with x ? s, . . . , x ? s g S must also be contained in S ;1 d B B
n  .  .in fact, if n g N is chosen so that r ? x ? s s 0 for all r g I B and alli
nq1  .  :i s 1, . . . , d, then r ? s s 0 for all r g I B : x , . . . , x since r s x1 d i
 4 nq1 n? r 9 for some i g 1, . . . , d implies r ? s s r 9 ? r ? x ? s s 0. Hence,i
1   . . 1   . .Ext M B , S s 0 implies Ext M B , S s 0, and for every exactR R B
sequence 0 ª M9 ª M ª M0 ª 0 with M s M or equivalently, withB
X Y . 1  .M s M9 and M s M0 , the vanishing of Ext M0, S is enoughB B R B
 .to ensure the exactness of the sequence 0 ª Hom M0, S ªR
 .  .Hom M, S ª Hom M9, S ª 0.R R
We are now ready to establish the following estimates, by combining
standard arguments from homological algebra, as presented above cf., in
.particular, Corollary 4.1 , with Lemmata 5.2 and 5.3.
 .PROPOSITION 7.1. For any B : P X , any R-module S with
Ext1 M B , S s 0 for all B g B _ B . .R
  ..an empty condition if B s B as in the case B s B M , and any B-pure
module M the following inequality holds:
mM ? dim Hom M B , S y dim Ext1 M B , S .  . .  . . B R R k R B
BgB
F dim Hom M , S F mM ? dim Hom M B , S . 7.9 .  .  . .k R B k R
BgB
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1   . . 1  .Moreo¨er, if Ext M B , S s 0 for e¨ery B g B, then Ext M, S s 0R B R
for e¨ery B-pure module M.
 .Furthermore, we define an R-module M to be B, S -injective if
it is B-pure and if for every B-submodule N of M the restriction-
homomorphism
Hom M , S ª Hom N , S .  .R R
is surjective. Hence we obtain the following.
1   . .Remark 7.1. If Ext M B , S s 0 for all B g B, then every B-pureR B
 .module M is B, S -injective.
1  .Indeed, if N is a B-submodule of M, then Ext MrN, S s 0 impliesR B
 .  .the surjectivity of Hom M, S ª Hom N, S .R R
The following observations are again simple and straightforward conse-
quences of these definitions and standard arguments used in Section 4
 .see, e.g., Corollary 4.1 , combined with Lemma 5.2.
LEMMA 7.2. Assume that, with the abo¨e notations, we ha¨e B s B and
dim Hom M B , S - ` for e¨ery B g B. . .k R
Then the following holds:
 .  .i A B-pure module M is B, S -injecti¨ e if and only if
dim Hom M , S s mM ? dim Hom M B , S . 7.10 .  .  . .k R B k R
BgB
 .  .ii If M is B, S -injecti¨ e and if N is a B-submodule of M, then
 .both N and MrN are B, S -injecti¨ e. Con¨ersely, if M is B-pure and if N9
 . is a submodule of M such that both N9 and MrN9 are B, S -injecti¨ e so,
.  .in particular, N9 is a B-submodule of M , then M is B, S -injecti¨ e if and
only if the restriction homomorphism
Hom M , S ª Hom N9, S .  .R R
 .is surjecti¨ e. In particular, the direct sum of two B, S -injecti¨ e modules is
 .always B, S -injecti¨ e, too.
We will begin now with a systematical analysis of the circumstances
 .under which 7.10 holds. Lemma 7.1 suggests introducing the following
notion.
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DEFINITION 7.1. Let S be an R-module and X be a finite set. The set
X .B : is called S-exact if for all l : X ª N one has0d
dim s g S N x l x . ? s s 0 for all Y g D B . 5k
xgY
s l x ? dim K S , B , .  .  k
xgBBgB
 .  .where K S , B is defined by 5.2 .
 4  4Specifically, when B s B , B s x , . . . , x , one readily verifies that1 d
 4S-exactness of B is equivalent to requiring that
dim s g S N x l1 ? s s x l2 ? s s ??? s x ld ? s s 0 4k 1 2 d
qdim s g S N x l
X
1 ? s s x l2 ? s s ??? s x ld ? s s 0 4k 1 2 d
s dim s g S N x l1ql
X
1 ? s s x l2 ? s s ??? s x ld ? s s 0 7.11 . 4k 1 2 d
 .holds for all l : B ¬ N . Condition 7.11 , in turn, is implied by the notion0
of d-dimensional additivity of commutative semigroups of linear operators
w x w xwhich was introduced by Shen in 23 and was further employed in 13 to
 .establish sharp exactness criteria when B is the set B M of bases of a
 .matroid or of an order-closed subset of B M . In fact, d-dimensional
w x additivity is shown in 13 to be equivalent to S-exactness at least for
 . .  .l x s 1 relative to B M or order-closed subsets for all matroids M of
rank d, defined on X, and all corresponding collections of operators from
the semigroup.
Our objective here is to derive also sharp statements of S-exactness
relative to a fixed set B under various assumptions on its combinatorial
structure. This requires introducing the following additional concepts. We
 .start with defining a subset B : P X to be disconnected if there exists a
Çpartition X s X j X of X into two disjoint nonempty subsets X and1 2 1
X in X with2
B l X j B l X g B for all B , B g B. .  .1 1 2 2 1 2
ÇIn this case we will say that the partition X s X j X defines a decompo-1 2
sition of B.
Ç ÇMore generally, we will say that an arbitrary partition X s X j ??? j X1 d
of X into d disjoint nonempty subsets X , . . . , X of X defines a decom-1 d
 .  .position of B if B l X j ??? j B l X g B for all B , . . . , B g B1 1 d d 1 d
 .  .and, hence, B l X j ??? j B l X g B for all B , . . . , B g B. We1 1 d d 1 d
will call such a partition of X a proper decomposition of B, if d G 2 and
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if for all i s 1, . . . , d we have B l X / B for one and, hence, for alli
Ç Ç  .B g B. Note that X s X j ??? j X is a proper decomposition of B if1 d
and only if every set in D B is contained in some X , i s 1, . . . , d and . i
 ..  .every X is contained in D B . So B is properly decomposable if andi
 .  .only if aside from ``uncovered'' vertices the hypergraph X, D B is .
disconnected, and the connected components of this hypergraph define the
finest partition of X with respect to which B is decomposable.
In consequence, we define B to be totally disconnected if any two
different subsets Y, Y 9 in D B are disjoint, that is, if there exists a .
Ç Çpartition X s X j ??? j X of X into, say, d non-empty disjoint subsets1 d
 .X , . . . , X in X such that B g B implies a B l X s 1 for all i s1 d i
 .  .1, . . . , d and B , . . . , B g B implies B l X j ??? j B l X g B,1 d 1 1 d d
that is, there exist non-empty disjoint subsets Y : X , Y : X , . . . , Y : X1 1 2 2 d d
with
 4B s y , . . . , y : X N y g Y , . . . , y g Y 41 d 1 1 d d
 4or, equivalently, with D B s Y , . . . , Y . . 1 d
 .For a given B : P X we will be interested in totally disconnected
 .subsets B9 : B of B. In case B s B M for some matroid M of rank
d, defined on X, such subsets can be found as follows: for a given
 .  .maximal M y flag
 :F s B s F ; F ; ??? ; F s X .M 0 1 d
 .of M-subspaces or ``-flats'' F , F , . . . , F : X put0 1 d
 :B s B M [ B g B N B l F s F for all i s 1, . . . , d 7.12 4 .  .MFF i i
 .and note that a subset B : X is in B if and only if a B l F s i, thatF i
  ..is, if and only if B l F s B and a B l F _ F s 1 for i s 1, . . . , d.0 i iy1
Hence B is totally disconnected relative to the partitionF
Ç Ç Ç ÇX s F j F _ F j F _ F j ??? j F _ F . .  .  .1 2 1 3 2 d dy1
 w x.Indeed, as has been observed in a totally different context see 10 , any
 .  .maximal totally disconnected subset B9 : B M is of the form B M F
for some M-flag F.
 .Note also that, in view of Lemma 7.1, the R-module M B9 is B9- and,
therefore, B-pure for every totally disconnected B9 : B.
X .Remark 7.2. Conversely, every totally disconnected set B : is thed
set of bases of a matroid M , and for this matroid one has D B s .
 4Y , . . . , Y , with Y , . . . , Y as introduced above.1 d 1 d
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The next ingredient we need is the following result which should be
folklore.
 4LEMMA 7.3. Let B s x , . . . , x : X denote a set of cardinality d,1 d
w xcontained in the finite set X of ¨ariables of the polynomial ring R s k X and
let S denote an R-module. Then
Ext1 M B , S s 0, . .R
if , for i s 1, . . . , d, multiplication by x maps S [ s g S N x ? s s ??? si i iq1
4x ? s s 0 onto itself.d
 . dProof. Choose s , . . . , s g S with1 d
x ? s s x ? si j j i
for all i, j s 1, . . . , d. By Remark 4.1 we have to show that there exists
some s g S with
x ? s s si i
for all i s 1, . . . , d. Because x ? S s S by assumption this holds trivially ifd
 4d s 1. Otherwise we may assume by induction that for B9 [ x , . . . , x1 dy1
and S 9 [ S we havedy1
Ext1 M B9 , S 9 s 0. . .R
Now choose s9 g S with x ? s9 s s and consider the sequenced d
 X X . dy1s , . . . , s g S , defined by1 dy1
sX [ s y x ? s9 i s 1, . . . , d y 1 . .i i i
Since
x ? sX s x ? s y x ? x ? s9 s x ? s y x ? s s 0d i d i i d i d i d
 X X . dy1for all i s 1, . . . , d y 1, we have s , . . . , s g S 9 and, hence, in view1 dy1
of our induction hypothesis, there exists some s0 g S 9 with
x ? s0 s sX i s 1, . . . , d y 1 . .i i
Consequently, s [ s9 q s0 satisfies
x ? s9 q s0 s x ? s9 q sX s s .i i i i
for i s 1, . . . , d y 1 as well as
x ? s9 q s0 s x ? s9 q 0 s s , .d d d
as required.
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We are now ready to prove the following result.
THEOREM 7.1. Let M be a matroid of rank d defined on X, and suppose
 .   . .that, for all B g B M , dim Hom M B , S - `. Then, for all l : X ªk R
N, one has
dim Hom M M , l , S . .k R
s l x ? dim Hom M B , S , 7.13 .  .  . .  k R /
xgB .BgB M
where for any l : X ¬ N ,0
M M , l [ RrI M , l .  .
and
I M , l [ x l x . N Y g Y M , .  . ;
xgY
if and only if
Ext1 M B , S s 0 for all B g B M . 7.14 .  .  . .R M
 .  .Proof. The fact that 7.14 implies 7.13 follows from Lemma 7.1,
Proposition 7.1, and the remarks preceding the theorem.
Conversely, for any l : X ª N , the quotient module0
M M , l s RrI M , l .  .
 .is, in view of our hypothesis and Lemma 7.2, B, S -injective.
 .  .Note that for every x g X with l x ) 0 and x g B for some B g B M
 .the arguments leading to the exact sequence 4.18 yield, in particular, the
exact sequence
a x0 ª M M , l y d ª M M , l ª M M , l ª 0 7.15 .  .  . .x x
of B-pure modules, where M x is the matroid, defined on X, whose bases
 .consist of all B g B M with x g B, and l : X ª N is defined byx 0
l x9 if x9 / x , .
l x9 [ .x  1 if x9 s x .
a .  .Here the injection M M , l y d ª M M , l composed with the canoni-x
cal epimorphism
M M , l ª M M , l y d : r q I M , l ¬ r q I M , l y d .  .  .  .x x
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coincides with multiplication by x, that is, for every r g R one has
a r q I M , l y d s x ? r q I M , l , .  . .x
 .  x .and the surjection M M , l ª M M , l is the canonical epimorphismx
r q I M , l ¬ r q I M x , l . .  .x
 .  .  .Hence the B, S -injectivity of M M , l implies the B, S -injectivity
 x .  .of M M , l and of M M , l9 for every x g X and for every l9 : X ª Nx 0
with l9 F l.
 4  .Now choose some B s x , . . . , x g B M . By Lemma 7.3 it is enough1 d
to show that for every i s 1, . . . , d and every s g S with x ? s s ??? sM iq1
x ? s s 0 there exists some s9 g S with x ? s9 s ??? s x ? s9 s 0 andd M iq1 d
x ? s9 s s. Note first that our assumption implies that for every i s 1, . . . , di
 4the R-module S s s g S N x ? s s ??? s x ? s s 0 also satisfies thei iq1 d
hypothesis of Theorem 7.1 relative to the matroid M i, defined on X,
X 4  .  4whose bases consist of all y , . . . , y g with y , . . . , y , x , . . . , x1 i 1 i iq1 di
 .  . ig B M and that S s S l S .i M M i
Indeed, by induction it is enough to show this for i s d y 1. In this case
 d .  x .}with x [ x }we have I M , l q x ? R s I M , l for every l : X ªd x
d  .N by definition of M and, in view of the exact sequence 7.15 in case0
 .  x .  . l x ) 0, we have I M , l s I M , l q x ? R. Hence, if s g S s sx 0 dy1
4 n  d.g S N x ? s s 0 , then for every n g N we have r ? s s 0 for all r g I M0
n  .  . dif and only if r ? s s 0 for all r g I M . So we have S s S l0 dy1 M M
S , as claimed.dy1
  d . .   x . .Finally, since Hom M M , l , S ( Hom M M , l , S , becauseR d R x
 l y .both are isomorphic to s g S N x ? s s 0 and  y ? s s 0 for allY g Y
 d.4  d .  .Y g Y M , the module M M , l is B, S -injective for every l : Xdy1
ª N .0
So it is enough to show that x ? S s S for every x g X, occurring inM M
 .some basis B g B M . Choose s g S and then choose n g N withM
n  .r ? s s 0 for all r g I M . Let l s l denote the constant map from Xn
into N which maps every element in X onto n. Then the kernel of the0
 .map R ª S : r ¬ r ? s contains I M , l which, by definition, is generated
 .by the nth powers of the generating monomials of I M . Hence the map
 .induces a homomorphism g from M M , l into S which maps 1 qs
 .  .I M , l onto s. Now the exact sequence 7.15 , applied with respect to
 .  .l q d , together with the B, S -injectivity of M M , l q d , implies thex x
surjectivity of the restriction homomorphism,
Hom M M , l q d , S ª Hom M M , l , S , .  . . .R x R
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induced by a . Hence, there exists some homomorphism
g : M M , l q d ª S with g ( a s g . .x s
  ..  . Consider s9 [ g 1 q I M , l q d . Since M M , l q d s M M , l qx x M
.  .d , because M M , l q d is B-pure, we necessarily have s9 g S .x x M
Moreover, since
x ? s9 s x ? g 1 q I M , l q d . .x
s g x ? 1 q I M , l q d s g a 1 q I M , l .  . . .x
s g 1 q I M , l s s, . .s
we have found some s9 g S with x ? s9 s s, as claimed.M
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.1 and Remark 7.2 we
record the following fact.
X .COROLLARY 7.1. Suppose that B : is totally disconnected and thatd
  . .dim Hom M B , S - `, for B g B. Then B is S-exact if and only ifk R
Ext1 M B , S s 0 for all B g B. 7.16 .  . .R B
We will address next the question when S-exactness of subcollections
B9 : B imply S-exactness of B. The above discussion already provides
such criteria under some restrictions on S which are, for instance,
satisfied when the operators L , x g X, are differential operators. In fact,x
combining Proposition 7.1 and Corollary 7.1, yields the following result.
COROLLARY 7.2. Let B s Dm B i., where the B i. are totally discon-is1
nected and suppose that
S s S  i. , i s 1, . . . , m. 7.17 .B B
Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  i.i Each B , i s 1, . . . , m, is S-exact.
 .ii
Ext1 M B , S s 0 for all B g B. . .R B
 .  .iii All B-pure R-modules are B, S -injecti¨ e.
 .  .  .Proof. The equivalence of i and ii is ensured by 7.17 and Corollary
 .  .  .  .7.1. Remark 7.1 yields the implication ii « iii , while iii « i follows
from Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.2.
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X .Of course, the above result applies to arbitrary collections B : ,d
provided that one even has
S s S for all B g B. 7.18 .B B4
This leads to the following specialization.
COROLLARY 7.3. Let G be a commutati¨ e semigroup of linear operators
on S and let x , . . . , x g G such that1 d
 4dim s g S N x ? s s ??? s x ? s s 0 - `.k 1 d
 .  .If x , . . . , x : Rad Ann s for all s g S , then the following statements are1 d
equi¨ alent:
 .   ..i G is d-dimensionally additi¨ e see 7.11 .
 .  .ii B M is S-exact for all matroids M of rank d, defined on X.
 .  .iii E¨ery order-closed subset B9 of B M for any matroid M of
rank d, defined on X is S-exact.
w x  .The above equivalence was established in 13 without assuming 7.18 .
It is the objective of the next section to recover and extend such results.
8. COHERENCE
The goal of the subsequent investigation is to derive exactness state-
 .  .ments for a given collection B without assuming 7.17 or 7.18 .
To this end, we order the class of B-pure R-modules M, M9, . . . by the
 .partial quasi- ordering ``$ '' according to the definition]B
M9 $ M if and only if there exist n g N and B-submodules]B
M : M : M[n [ M [ ??? [ M with M9 ( M rM . 8.1 .1 2 2 1^ ` _
n summands
So M must be a B-submodule of M , too.1 2
We define two B-pure R-modules M, M9 to be B-equivalent if the
relations M9 $ M and M $ M9 hold simultaneously in which case we] ]B BB
write M ; M9.
Remark 8.1. It follows from Lemma 7.2 that if M9 $ M holds for]B .a B, S -injective module M and a B-pure module M9, then M9 must
 .be B, S -injective, too, and if two B-pure modules M, M9 are B-
 .equivalent, then one is B, S -injective if and only if the other is so.
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It is also worthwhile to note that the proof of Lemma 7.1 actually shows
 4  X X 4that for L s l , . . . , l as in Lemma 7.1 and L9 s l , . . . , l with1 d 1 d
X X X .  .  .l F l , . . . , l F l and, say, B s , we have M L9 $ M L since it1 1 d d d ]B
 .  .implies using induction the existence of an injective mapping M L9 ¨
 .M L with a B-pure cokernel. Actually, one can also show that, dually,
the canonical surjective homomorphism
M L s RrI L ª M L9 s RrI L9 : r q I L ¬ r q I L9 .  .  .  .  .  .
has a B-pure kernel and, by considering the annihilators of elements
 .  .m9 g M L9 and m g M L , one can also show that for L, L9 as above the
 .  .relation M L9 $ M L holds if and only if one has, up to relabeling,]B
lX F l , . . . , lX F l .1 1 d d
Another simple, but rather useful observation, concerning the partial
ordering $ of B-pure modules, may be formulated as follows.]B
 .LEMMA 8.1. Assume that, in addition to X and B : P X , we are gi¨ en
 .another finite set X 9, a collection of subsets B9 : P X 9 , and a map
F : X 9 ª N X : x9 ¬ F , satisfying the following conditions:0 x 9
 .  .i supp F / B for e¨ery x9 g X 9;x 9
 .  .  .ii supp F l supp F s B for any two different elements x9, x0x 9 x 0
g X 9;
 . w x   . 4iii F B9 [ B : X N a B l F s 1 for all x9 g B9 is containedx 9
in B for e¨ery B9 g B9}so it is a totally disconnected subset of B.
w xFurthermore, let R9 [ k X 9 and denote the ring homomorphism from R9
into R which maps e¨ery x9 g X 9 onto F also by F. Then R M9 ismx 9 R9
B-pure for e¨ery B9-pure R9-module M9 and, if M9 $ M0 holds for twoX]BB9-pure R9-modules M9 and M0, then R M9 $ R M0.m mR9 R9]B
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the two facts that, first, R
is a free and, hence, a flat R9-module, so every exact sequence 0 ª M X ª1
M9 ª M X ª 0 of R9-modules gives rise to an exact sequence 0 ª2
R M X ª R M9 ª R M X ª 0 of R-modules, and that, sec-m m mR9 1 R9 R9 2
 .ond, the canonical isomorphism R R9 ª R identifies R I B9m mR9 R9
 w x.  .with I F B9 and, therefore, R M B9 with the B-pure modulemR9
 w x.M F B9 for every B9 g B9.
 .  .Next, we define a subset B : P X to be coherent, if M B is B-pure
 .  .and satisfies M B $ M B9 , where the sum extends over all[B9]B
totally disconnected subsets B9 : B of B. Remark 8.1 leads to the
following result.
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THEOREM 8.1. Let B : 2 X be arbitrary. The following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .i All totally disconnected subsets B9 of B are S-exact.
 .ii All coherent subsets B9 of B are S-exact.
COROLLARY 8.1. If B : 2 X is coherent and all totally disconnected
subsets B9 of B are S-exact, then B is S-exact.
We will see below that sets of bases of matroids as well as order-closed
subsets of them are always coherent. To prove these and related results, a
detailed discussion of the so-called matroidal basis exchange property will
be necessary. We start with the following definition: given a subset
 .B : P X and an element x g X we will say that B satisfies the
exchange condition relative to x if the following holds:
E B, x : For every B , B9 g B with x g B and x f B9 . .
 4  4there exists some y g B9 with B _ x j y g B. .
Obviously, by one of the many possible definitions of matroids, an an-
 .tichain B : P X satisfies the exchange property relative to all x g X if
 .and only if B s B M for some matroid M , defined on X.
 .Note that any B9 : P X with B : B9 : B satisfies the exchange
condition relative to some x g X whenever B does. In particular, we have
E B, x « E B, x , .  .
while the converse does not necessarily hold. In fact, one easily checks that
 4  4  44X [ x , x , x , B [ x , x , x , x [ x is a counterexample. Note1 2 3 1 2 3 1
also that in case all sets in B have the same cardinality, say d, so that
B g B and aB s d implies B g B, we have
E B, x « E B, x . .  .
The above counterexample shows also that this implication does not hold
 .for an arbitrary B : P X .
From standard arguments, well known in matroid theory, we can easily
deduce the following facts.
 .LEMMA 8.2. Assume B : P X and x g X.
 .i If B satisfies the exchange condition relati¨ e to x and if Y , Y g1 2
 .  4D B satisfy Y l B s Y l B s x for some B g B, then Y l Y g1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  4.D B or, equi¨ alently, x g Y l Y f D B implies Y j Y _ x1 2 1 2
 .g D B . So, for e¨ery B g B with x g B there exists a unique Y
 .  4s Y B, x g D B with Y l B s x . .
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 .  .  4ii Con¨ersely, if Y , Y g D B and Y l B s Y l B s x for1 2 1 2
 .some B g B always implies Y l Y g D B , then, at least, B satisfies the1 2
exchange condition relati¨ e to x.
 . Proof. i If B9 g B, then either x g B9 and therefore B9 l Y l1
.  4   4.Y / B or there exists y g B9 with B0 [ y j B _ x g B, in which2
 4case B / B0 l Y : y for i s 1, 2 implies that also in this case we havei
 .  .  .y g B9 l Y l Y / B. Hence indeed Y l Y g D B s D B .1 2 1 2
 .ii If x g B g B and x f B9 g B, choose the unique Y g D B .
 4  4   4.with B l Y s x . Then y g B9 l Y implies B0 [ y j B _ x g
 .   ..B s D D B cf. 6.11 , since for all Y 9 g D B we have B0 l Y 9 / .  .
 4B. In fact, if Y 9 s Y, then y g B0 l Y 9; otherwise x / B l Y 9 / B and
 .  4.therefore B / B l Y 9 _ x : B0 l Y 9.
 .  .   ..Remark 8.2. In view of D B s D B cf. 6.9 it follows that}as is
well known from matroid theory}B satisfies the exchange condition
 .  .relative to x if and only if Y , Y g D B and x g Y l Y f D B1 2 1 2
 .  4.  .  .implies Y j Y _ x g D B . Hence we find also that B s B M1 2
for some matroid M , defined on X, if and only if either B s B or B
satisfy the exchange condition relative to every x g X.
 .Next, define for every B : P X and x g X the set systems
 4B [ B g B N x f Bx
and
D B [ Y g D B N x g Y 4 .  .x
 .and for Y g D B and Y 9 ; Y, Y 9 / Y definex
Y Y , x  4B s B [ B g B N B _ Y j x g B 4 .
and
Y  Y 4B [ B g B N B l Y 9 s B .Y 9
We claim the following.
 .LEMMA 8.3. A subset B : P X satisfies the exchange condition relati¨ e
to some x g X if and only if B satisfies the exchange condition relati¨ e to x
 .  Y .  Y .  .and D B contains D B _ D B for all Y g D B . Moreo¨er, if Bx  x4 x
 .satisfies the exchange condition relati¨ e to x, then, for e¨ery Y g D B , wex
ha¨e
Y Y Y Y Y Y .  .  .  .  .i B s B and therefore I B s I B and M B s M B ;
Y Y Y .  .   ..ii B , B g B implies B l Y j B l X _ Y g B , so B1 2 1 2
is not connected;
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Y Ç Y .  4iii D B s Y _ Y 9 j D B _ Y N B g B for all Y 9 ; Y, Y 9 4 . .Y 9
/ Y.
 .Proof. Assume first that E B, x holds. It is trivial and has been
 .  .mentioned already above that E B, x implies E B, x . So assume Z g
 Y .  Y .D B _ D B and B9 g B : B. We have to show that B9 l Z / B. x4 x
Y  Y .Choose B g B with Z l B s B. This is possible because Z f D B .
Y  Y .Then B f B because Z g D B , that is, x g B. Therefore, since B x4  x4
Y  .  4g B , we conclude that B s B _ Y j x g B. It follows now from
 .  4  4E B, x that there exists some b9 g B9 with B0 [ b9 j B _ x g B.
 4  .  4 YSince B0 l x s B and B0 _ Y j x s B g B we have B0 g B and x4
 4  4therefore B / B0 l Z : b9 ; that is, B0 l Z s b9 , so indeed b9 g Z
l B9 / B.
 .  .Now assume that, vice versa, E B, x holds and that D B containsx
 Y .  Y .  .the set D B _ D B for every Y g D B . Choose B, B9 g B with x4 x
 .  .x g B and x f B9. Since E B, x holds Lemma 8.2 i ensures the
 4  .existence of a unique Y g D B with B l Y s x ; hence Y g D B . x
Yand B g B . Since B satisfies the exchange condition relative to x there
 4   4.exists some y g B9 with B0 [ y j B _ x g B and, in view of B0 l
Y / B, this y must necessarily be contained in Y. If B0 g B, we are done.
Y YIf B0 f B we necessarily have B0 f B : Otherwise B- g B and B- :
 .  4B0 implies y g B-, in view of B- l Y / B, and B s B0 _ Y j x =
 .  4  .  4B- _ Y j x g B. Since B g B we conclude that B s B- _ Y j x .
 .  4  .  4So we have B0 s B _ Y j y s B- _ Y j y : B-, that is, we would
have B0 s B- g BY : B, contrary to our assumption.
  4.   4.It follows that Z [ X _ B0 j x s X _ B j y is contained in
Y Y .  .  .D B _ D B and, hence, in D B in contradiction to B0 g B andx x x
Z l B0 s B. Hence we must have B0 g B and, so, B satisfies indeed the
exchange condition relative to x.
 .  .Let us now assume that E B, x holds and that Y g D B . Obviouslyx
Y Y Y Y YB : B s B and therefore B : B . To show the converse, assume
Y  .  4B g B , that is, B g B and B _ Y j x g B. Choose y g B l Y and
 .  4  4B , B g B with B : B _ Y j x and B l Y s y . As above, it fol-0 1 0 1
 .lows from E B, x that, whether y s x or not, for b9 s y g B the set1
 4   4.B0 [ y j B _ x must be an element of B and, hence, in view of0
Y Y .  4B s B0 _ Y j x , B0 g B . Since B0 : B, this proves B g B . So we0
 .have established assertion i .
Next assume B , B g BY, choose y g B l Y and B, B9 g B with1 2 1
 4  .  4y s B9 l Y and B : B _ Y j x . Again as above, it follows from2
 .  4E B, x that, whether y s x or not, for b9 s y the set B0 [ y j
  4. Y  4  4B _ x must belong to B . Hence, from y : B l Y and B _ x : B1 2
Y .  .   ..l X _ Y we infer that B0 : B l Y j B l X _ Y g B . This1 2
 .proves assertion ii .
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It follows that any Z g D BY is either contained in X _ Y and .
therefore in the set D B _ Y N B g BY or it is contained in Y. In this 4 .
case it must coincide with Y, since choosing y g Y and B, B9 g B with
 4  4B l Y s x and B9 l Y s y it follows, once again as above, that for
 4   4. Yb9 s y g B9 we must have B0 [ y j B _ x g B and therefore y g
 4Z, in view of B / B0 l Z : B0 l Y : y .
Y Ç Y 4So we surely have D B s Y j D B _ Y N B g B . It follows 4 .  .
Y  4that for every Y 9 ; Y , Y 9 / Y we have B s D Y _ Y 9Y 9
Ç Y Y Ç.  4j D B _ Y N B g B and therefore D B s Y _ Y 9 j 4 .  .Y 9
YD B _ Y N B g B . 4 .
Our attempt to thoroughly understand and clarify the basis of the
w xarguments presented by Shen in 23 led us to consider now for any
 .B : P X and x g X the short sequence of R-modules
ba Y Y0 ª M B ª M B [ M B ª M B ª 0 .  .  .  .[ [x  x4
 .  .YgD B YgD Bx x
8.2 .
which is defined by
a r q I B [ r q I B [ r q I BY .  .  . .  .  .[x
 .YgD Bx
and
b r q I B [ r q I BY [ r y r q I BY .  . .  .  .[ [  /x Y Y  x4 /
 .  .YgD B YgD Bx x
 . Ywith r, r g R . Note that a and b are well-defined because B , B : BY x
 .  .  Y . Y Y  .  Y .implies I B : I B , I B and B : B , B implies I B , I Bx  x4 x x
 Y .   ..: I B . Note also that b ( a r q I B s 0 for all r g R, that b is x4
surjective, essentially by definition, and that a is injective, because every
B g B is either contained in B or there exists some Y g D B with .x
 4  . YY l B s x , in which case we have Y g D B and B g B . So B : Bx x
Y  .  .  .j D B : B and, therefore, I B s I B s I B lY g D  B . xx
 Y .F I B .Y g D  B .x
We can now state the basic result we have been heading for since we
 .started to discuss the exchange condition E B, x .
 .THEOREM 8.2. For gi¨ en B : P X and x g X the short sequence of
 .R-modules 8.2 is exact if and only if B satisfies the exchange condition
relati¨ e to x.
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Proof. Let us first show that B satisfies the exchange condition rela-
 .  .  .tive to x if 8.2 is exact, that is, if image a s kernel b . To this end, we
 .will confirm first that E B, x holds. Using Lemma 8.2 it is enough to
 .  .  4.show that for Y , Y g D B with Y / Y we have Y j Y _ x g1 2 x 1 2 1 2
 .D B .
 .  Y .To this end, consider the element m g M B [ M B ,[x Y g D  B .x
 Y1.all of whose components are zero except the component in M B which
 Y1.  .is x q I B . Obviously b m s 0; so in view of our assumption,Y _ x41
  ..there exists some r g R with a r q I B s m. By the definition of m,
 Y2 .   Y1..this implies r g I B and r ' x modulo I B . Hence, writing rY _ x41
 4as a sum of monomials with coefficients from k, the monomial x _ xY1
 Y2 .must occur with coefficient 1. Since I B is the monomial ideal gener-
X  .  Y2 .  4ated by all l g N with supp l g D B , the set Y _ x must there-0 1
 Y2 .  .  4fore be contained in D B . But this implies that Y [ Y j Y _ x g1 2
 .  4D B . In fact, if B g B and B l Y / x , then surely B l Y / B2 2
 4  .  4implies B l Y / B. Otherwise, if B l Y s x then B _ Y j x s B2 2
g B implies B g BY2 and therefore B l Y / B, too, since B l Y = B l
  4.Y _ x / B.1
Hence, in view of Lemma 8.3, it is enough to show that for every
 .  Y1.  Y1.  .Y g D B any Z g D B _ D B is contained in D B . To this1 x  x4 x
 x.  Y .end, consider now the element m g M B [ M B all of[Y g D  B .x
 Y1.whose components are 0 except the component in M B which is
 Y1.  Y1.x q I B . Because Z g D B , the element m is contained in theZ  x4
kernel of b and, hence, in the image of a . Thus it is of the form
  ..  .a r q T B for some r g R which must be contained in I B and mustx
  Y1..satisfy r ' x modulo I B . As above, it now follows from the factZ
 .  Y1.  Y1.that I B and I B are monomial ideals and from x f I B ,x Z
 Y1.  .because Z f D B , that Z must be contained in D B , as claimed.x
Let us now assume that B satisfies the exchange condition relative to x.
 4  .  .Without loss of generality we may assume x f D B and D B / Bx
since otherwise, in either case, a is an isomorphism and b is the zero
map.
For every
m s r q I B [ r q I BY .  . .  .[x Y
 .YgD Bx
in the kernel of b we have to find some r 9 g R with r 9 ' r modulo
 ..   Y ..  .I B and r 9 ' r modulo I B for all Y g D B . To this end, wex Y x
 Y .  Y .observe first that, by Lemma 8.3, we have x g I B and x g I BY Y _ x4  x4
as well as
I BY s R ? x q I BY . 8.3 .  . . x4 Y _ x4
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 Y . X Y  Y .Hence r y r g I B implies the existence of r g R and r g I BY  x4 Y Y
with
r y r s rX ? x q rY .Y Y Y _ x4 Y
Let
r 9 [ r y rX ? x . Y Y _ x4
 .YgD Bx
 .  .Since x g D B for all Y g D B we surely haveY _ x4 x
r 9 ' r modulo I B . . .x
 .Similarly, for every Y g D B , the identity1 x
r 9 s r q rY y rX xY Y Y Y _ x41 1
 .  4YgD B _ Y1x
implies
r 9 ' r modulo I BY1 . .Y1
 .  .  .  4.  .since by Lemma 8.2 i E B, x implies Y j Y _ x g D B for all1
 .  4Y g D B _ Y and, therefore,x 1
 4 Y1B l Y _ x / B for all B g B . .
X Y1 .  .  4So we have r ? x g I B for all Y g D B _ Y .Y Y _ x4 x 1
 .Theorem 8.2 immediately implies that for every B : P X and x g X
 .with E B, x one has also a canonical exact sequence,
0 ª M BY ª M B ª M B ª 0, 8.4 .  .  . .[ Y _ x4 x
 .YgD Bx
 .which has been used implicitly in case B s B M for some matroid M ,
w xdefined on X already in 7 . Indeed, the kernel of the canonical epimor-
 .  .  .  .phism M B ª M B : r q I B ¬ r q I B is mapped by a isomor-x x
phically onto the intersection of the kernel of b with the summand
 Y .  .M B , that is, the kernel of the projection of M B[Y g D  B . xx
 Y .  x.[ M B onto its first summand M B ; hence, it is iso-[Y g D  B .x
morphic to the direct sum of the kernels of the canonical epimorphisms
M BY ª M BY Y g D B .  . . .x x
 .   Y . .which, in view of 8.3 , coincides with Rr I B : x and, therefore,Y _ x4
 Y .in view of Lemma 8.3, with M B .Y _ x4
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 .  .It follows therefore from the exactness of 8.2 and 8.4 that a subset
 .B : P X is coherent, provided B satisfies the exchange condition rela-
Y Y  .tive to x and B , as well as all B and B , Y g D B are coherentx Y _ x4 x
 .or, what is even better for recursive arguments, if E B, x holds and Bx
 Y 4as well as all set systems B _ Y N B g B , considered as subsets of
 .  .  Y 4P X _ Y , are coherent for every Y g D B . Indeed, if B _ Y N B g Bx
 . Y  .is a coherent subset of P X _ Y , then B is a coherent subset of P XY 9
w xfor every Y 9 ; Y, Y 9 / Y, since we may view any k X _ Y -module M as a
w .  4xk X _ Y j ) -module on which the ``artificial'' variable ) acts as the
zero-operator and then}as in the proof of Lemma 8.1}we may tensor M
w .  4xwith R over R9 [ k X _ Y j ) relative to
d if z g X _ YzX 4F : X _ Y j ) ª N : z ¬ . 0  x if z s ).Y _Y 9
 Y 4.  Y .One easily verifies that in this way M B _ Y N B g B becomes M B ,Y 9
 Y 4for every totally disconnected subset B9 : B _ Y N B g B , the module
 .   4 4.M B9 becomes the module M B9 j y N B9 g B9, y g Y _ Y 9 , associ-
  4 4ated with the totally disconnected subset B9 j y N B9 g B9, y g Y _ Y 9 ,
 Y 4 w xand that every exact sequence of B _ Y N B g B -pure k X _ Y -modules
Y w xgives rise to an exact sequence of B -pure k X -modules. So, indeed,
 Y 4 Ycoherence of B _ Y N B g B implies coherence of B for all Y 9 ;Y 9
Y, Y 9 / Y.
These observations suggest the following definition: Given a subset
 .B : P X we define a B-tree to be a finite rooted tree, all of whose
vertices are labelled by some subset B9 of B, the root is labelled by B,
and for every nonterminal vertex ¨ , labelled by, say, B9, there exists some
x g X such that B9 satisfies the exchange condition relative to x and
 .there are precisely 1 q a D B9 vertices directly above ¨ , labelled, re-x
X X 9Y   ..spectively, by B and by B Y g D B9 .x x
Using this recursive concept, we define B to be strongly coherent, if
there exists a B-tree, all of whose terminal vertices are labelled by totally
 .  .disconnected subsets of B. Since E B, x and Y g D B impliesx
 Y .  4  Y .Y Y YD B s Y and B s B for all y g Y, strong coherence of B isy
 Y 4  Yobviously equivalent to strong coherence of B _ Y N B g B or of BY 9
.  .for any Y 9 ; Y, Y 9 / Y once E B, x holds. Hence our definition, to-
gether with Theorem 8.2, easily implies the following result.
 .THEOREM 8.3. E¨ery strongly coherent subset B : P X is coherent.
It should be no surprise that the set of bases of a matroid is strongly
coherent and hence coherent.
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 .PROPOSITION 8.1. For e¨ery matroid M , defined on X, the set B M of
its bases is strongly coherent.
 .Proof. This can be shown most easily by induction relative to a B M .
 .In fact, if B M is totally disconnected, there is nothing to show. Other-
  ..wise there exists some x g X with a D B M ) 1 and for every such xx
 .  .  .Y  .we have a B M - a B M and a B M - a B M for all Y gx
  ..  4D B M s X _ H N H is an M-hyperplane, not containing x ; so wex
 .  .Y are done by induction, since both, B M as well as B M Y gx
  ...D B M , are easily seen to be the sets of bases of matroids, say, M andx x
YM , which can be defined appropriately on X.
Similarly one obtains the following.
 .PROPOSITION 8.2. Any order-closed subset B of the set of bases B M
of any matroid M is strongly coherent.
Proof. It follows easily from the definition of closedness that for any
 .  .  .matroid M with B M : B M the set B l B M is a closed subset1 1 1
 .  .  .of B M . So, in particular, B is a closed subset of B M s B M for1 x x x
 .   4every x g X, and for every Y g D B the set B9 : X _ Y N B9 j x gx
4  Y 4   4B s B _ Y N B g B is a closed subset of B9 : X _ Y N B9 j x g
 .4B M , which is easily seen to satisfy the matroid basis exchange axiom,
 .  .together with B M . It follows also that any closed subset B of B M
satisfies the exchange condition relative to the maximal element x g X.
 .Hence, as above, for any closed subset B of B M one can recursively
construct a B-tree all of whose terminal vertices are totally disconnected,
so any such B is also strongly coherent and therefore coherent.
In view of Proposition 8.1 and Proposition 8.2 and the relationship
between S-exactness of totally disconnected sets and d-dimensional addi-
tivity, we may specialize Theorem 8.1 and Corollary 8.1 to obtain, in
w x w xparticular, the following results from 13 and 23 which have motivated
much of the present investigations.
COROLLARY 8.2. Let B be an order-closed subset of the set of bases of a
matroid of rank d, defined on X. If all totally disconnected subsets B9 of B
are S-exact, then B is S-exact. Moreo¨er, let G be a commutati¨ e semigroup
of linear operators on S . Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i G is d-dimensionally additi¨ e.
 .  .ii For e¨ery matroid M of rank d, defined on X, the set B M is
S-exact.
 .iii For e¨ery matroid M of rank d, defined on X, all order-closed
 .subsets B9 of the sets B M are S-exact.
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We are now in a position to characterize S-exactness for any fixed set
 .B M of the bases of a matroid.
THEOREM 8.4. Let M be a matroid of rank d, defined on X and suppose
  . .  .that dim Hom M B , S - ` for all B g B M . Then the followingk R
statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i All totally disconnected subsets B9 of B M are S-exact.
 .  .ii B M is S-exact.
 .iii
Ext1 RrP , S s 0 for all B g B M . .  .R B M
 .  .  .iv E¨ery B M -pure R-module is B, S -injecti¨ e.
 .  .Proof. The implication i « ii is covered by Corollary 8.1. Theorem
 .  .  .  .  .7.1 confirms ii « iii . iii « iv follows from Theorem 5.3 while iv «
 .i is trivial.
We conclude with some additional information concerning the set of
bases of a matroid.
 .THEOREM 8.5. For the set B s B M of bases of any matroid M ,
 .  .defined on X, the B-pure ! module M s M B is B-equi¨ alent to the
 .direct sum M B of B-pure modules, where F runs through all flags of[F F
  . .M. So for any R-module S with dim Hom M B , S - ` for all B g Bk R
 .  .  .the module M B is B, S -injecti¨ e if and only if all modules M B areF
 .B, S -injecti¨ e.
w x  .Remark 8.3. Note that, using 10 , the above B-equivalence of M B
 .  .with the direct sum M B also implies that M B is equivalent to[F F
 .M B9 , where B9 runs through all totally disconnected subsets[B9
B9 : B of B.
Proof. Assume that M has rank d. In view of Corollary 8.1 and
 .   :Lemma 7.2 ii , it is enough to show that for any flag F s F s B ; FM0 1
.  .  .; ??? ; F s X we have M B $ M B , which in turn will followd F ]B
once the kernel of the canonical epimorphism
M B ª M B : r q I B ¬ r q I B .  .  .  .F F
is shown to be B-pure. This in turn follows easily by induction. To see this
 4suppose first that F _ F s x has cardinality 1. Then x g B for alld dy1
 4  .4B g B and, hence, B coincides with x j B9 N B9 g B M 9 , where
 4  4M 9 [ Mr x denotes the matroid of rank d y 1, defined on X _ x ,
 4  4whose bases are all B9 : X _ x with B9 j x g B, and F9 [
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 .F , F , . . . , F is an M 9-flag. By induction relative to d or aX we may0 1 dy1
w  4xassume that over R9 s k X _ x the kernel of the canonical epimorphism
  ..   . .  .M B M 9 ª M B M 9 is B M 9 -pure. Considering now every R9-F 9
module as an R-module, on which x acts trivially as the zero operator,
 .  .   ..every B M 9 -pure module becomes B M -pure, M B M 9 becomes
  ..   . .   . .M B M , M B M 9 becomes M B M , and, of course, the canoni-F 9 F
  ..   . .cal epimorphism M B M 9 ª M B M 9 becomes the canonical epi-F 9
  ..   . . morphism M B M ª M B M . So we are done in this ratherF
.trivial case.
Otherwise, pick an arbitrary x g F _ F and consider Y [ X _ Fd dy1 F dy1
  ..  4  4  4g D B M . Note that F [ x j F ; x j F ; ??? ; x j Fx x 0 1 dy1
.; F is an M -flag and thatd x
x  4  4F [ F j Y _ x ; F j Y _ x .  . 0 F 1 F
 4; ??? ; F j Y _ x ; F . .dy1 F d
x  .YFis a flag of the matroid M whose bases are the sets in B M , thatY _ x4F
 4   4.is, the bases of M which are contained in F j x s X _ Y _ x . Bydy1 F
 .   . .induction on a B M we may assume that the kernel I B M rx Fx
  ..   ..   . .I B M of the canonical epimorphism M B M ª M B M isx x x Fx
 .  .B M -pure and, hence, B M -pure.x
  . .   . .   ..Hence, observing that I B M s I B M q I B M , we knowx F F xx
  . .    .   . .  .that I B M r I B M l I B M is B-pure see Fig. 8.1 . So itF x F
   ..   . ..   ..remains to verify that I B M l I B M rI B M is B-pure.x F
Using the canonical isomorphism
YI B M rI B M ( M B M , .  .  . . .  4Y_ x[  /x
  ..YgD B Mx
FIG. 8.1
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 .    ..established in 8.4 , it is easy to see that the submodule I B M lx
  . ..   ..   ..   ..I B M rI B M of I B M rI B M is isomorphic toF x
Yx x
xker M B M ª M B M [ M B M . .  .  . .  . .  4Y_ x[  /F
  ..  4YgD B M _ YFx
 x.  .So using induction once more, which is possible since a B M - a B M ,
   ..   . ..   ..it follows that I B M l I B M rI B M is B-pure, too. Thisx F
proves our claim.
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